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"These pt'ob lems of (guerrilla warfare) 

are of very lang standing, yet manifestly far from 

understood-especially in those countries where 

everything that can be called "guert'i lla wat'fat'e" 

has become a new military fashion at' craze". 

- B.H. Liddell Hart, 

Prefac~ to the second edition of 

Strategy, <New York, 1967.) 
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Most of the change in human affairs has 

come about through wars, rebellions, and other 

forms of armed conflicts. In the past 5000 years, 

mankind h~s experienced only 292 years of peace 

and as many as 14,553 wars. Sir Liddell Hart has 

rightly put it: "If you wish for peace understand 

war." The mode and style of conflict as well as 

reason for it have changed continuously. Today 

t~e neces~ary amplification of the above maxim is, 

"If you wish for peace understand war especially 

guerrilla and subversive form of war." 1 

Guerrilla warfare has become one of the 

major concerns of our times) Involving or 

affecting almost half the world's population, it 

has, more than anything, reshaped the map of the 
/ 

world. Under the shadow of nuclear deterr~nce and 

mutual tert"or of destruction on one hand and 

internationcil organizations fat~ pe>aceful, 

resolution of conflicts, the future 
----,----

conflicts 

1 • Liddell Hart, "Fat~ewat~d", in Mao Tse-tung and 
I 

Che Guevara, Guerrilla (London, 

1961) 'p. i >: 
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mainly lies in the spectrum of conventional wars 

of low intensity. A major component of these low 

intensity conflicts is guerrilla warfare. 

by 

(Guerrilla warfar~ is a form of 

which the strategically weaker side 

tactical offensive in selected forms 9 

warfare 

assumes 

times 

and places. It is a method of warfare by which one 

of the adversaries avoid~ dir~ct confrontation 

with the enemy's main forces. It is a method of 

warfare wh~re operations are conducted 

controlled territory by relatively small 

which may be weak or where the guerrillas 

a short -term advantage over a localized 

force.) 

enemy 

forces 

acquire 

enemy 

Guert~i lla method of warfare is 

characterized by ~ of tet't'or. Terror is used to 

ei thet' 

Ot' to 

normal 

genet'a 1 

focus world attention on the rebel cause, 

opposite leaders, to eliminate 

government 

populace, 

activity, to intimidate the 

and to keep one's own 

guet'r i 11 a · s from defecting. Whatever may be the 
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hideous 

the indiscriminate application 

feature of terrorism might not 

favorable impact on guerrilla cause. 

3 

of this 

have 

Guerrilla warfare is a·method of warfare 

also characterized by an absolute abg;ence of the 

front . as far as the guerrilla operations are 

concerned. It is only when guerrillas have been 

absorbed by a conventional forces that they appear 

in an order of battle. 

military 

fighting 

i...To a highly d~sciplined 

professional 7 guerrilla 

appears unpr~ed ictab le, 

mind of 

method 

the 

of 

, i 1 1 og i c a 1 , 

pt'omi sc ious. One of the most distinctive features 

of guerrilla warfar~ is its lack logical 

procedure wh~ch can be anticipated and thwarted by 

the enemy. In. this age of missiles and nuclear 

weapons 7 

loose 

guerrilla warfare with 

formation and unique 

its informality, 

capabilities fat~ 

independent action offer a most workable solution 

to the dilemma facing planning staffs of 
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Another~ characteristic of a guerrilla 

warfare is that ~uerrillas are usually indigenous 

to the general region of operation, though 

instances of external support and control of these 

guerrillas do e>~ist. This gives guerrillas two 

.advantages: 

1 ~' 

..... ..::.. 

Being native to the area~ they have an 

intimate knowledge of the terrain in which 

they operate~ This advantage reduces better~ 

trained and better armed regular forces, to a 

level where the guerrillas a~e its equal. 

When not fighting, the guerrillas can blend 

in with the sur~ rounding population also 

composed of the natives, giving them a 

perfect disguise. This lack of military 

for~mal i ty is one of the main strengths of 

guerrilla warfare. 

armies have to be built up 

amongst a people whose original mi 1 i tat~y 
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organization proved inadequate or even non-

existent. So the members have to be persuaded to 

fight rather than being coerced by existing 

administrative repressive structures. Guerrilla 

leaders., 

is in 

therefore., 

the people's 

have to show clearly that it 

interest actually to fight) 

Sometimes poterit sentiments like re~igion 

..., 
machismo·., nationality or companerismo~ can prove 

to be adequate motives but frequently, 

howevet~,· the leadership has to base its appeal 

upon.the possibility of thorough going social and 

economic changes aftet~ the war. Its program has 

to mesh. with most basic aspirations of the people 

and adapt itself to the structural constraints of 

the pa~ticular society~ in order to channel its 

ability to fight - this highlights another unique 

feature of guerrjlla warfare. 

(The unusual requirements of guet~ri lla 

warfare call for outstanding leadership. Guerrilla 

2. Patrick a· Sullivan and Jesse W.Miller Jr., 
The Geogt~C\phy of Guen~i lla Wprfar~e <Kent, 
l9B3>,p.110. 
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warfare operations demand a leader endowed 

extraordinary intelligence and courage but 

with 

also 

buttressed by almost fanatic belief in himself and 

his cause Trotsky 7 Lawrence, Mao, Tito 7 Ho 

Minh, Vo··Nguyen Giap, Castro, Guevara and 

Chi 

many 

others have been unusual, unorthodox 

personalities, generally with civilian backgroundJ 

is never 

according 

of the 

therefore 

military 

Guerrilla warfare as a method of warfare 
'-

itself. Guet~r i lla warfare 7 

to Prof. Samuel Huntington 7 is but one 

methods available for waging wat's; 

it is related to broader political at~ 

objectivesj "War" accot'ding to 

Clausewitz, '"is the continuation of pol icy by 

othet~ means 7 " and ther~ is no mode of 

struggle 

guerrilla 

of which this is so app t'opri ate than 

wat'fare. The logic of its very natur-e 

often means that it is as mLtCh a political 

activity as a military one. 

There is a certain criteria meant to 

enhance the capability of carrying out guerrilla 
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warfare successfully. Of these immutable 

principles the most important~ according to 

Charles Thayer~ is "mobility and capacity for 

taking the enemy by surprise~ what T.E. Lawrence 

called the 'irrational tenth~ like a king fisher 

flashing ' . ' across the pool. t"'. Because the guerrilla 

is almost always outgunned and outnumbered he 

needs a hinterland i~ which he can operate and 

into which he can fade ba.c:k when things get 

difficult for him." 3 

must be 

intangible 

drifting 

Against 'such a backgt~ound the 

what Lawrence called "an idea~ 

invulnerable without a front 

about like 4 a gas." He must be 

guerrilla 

thing 

at~ back 

on the 

move always ~ so as not to present a target. His 

must 

avoid 

away, 

3. 

4. 

be a war of detachment. He must al all cost 

the war~ of contact. 'An ability 

accot~ding to Mao~ "' is the 

Chat~les w. Thayer. 
1964) 'p. 12. 

T.E. Lawrence~ 

<Har~mondswor~th ~ 

Seven Pi llar~s 
1977 ed.),p.t98. 

of 

to 

greatest 

<London, 

wisdom 
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While the 

guerrilla is very likely from his nature to be 

strategically on the defensive 7 it is impot'tant 

that he should be tactically on the offensive; 

that when threatened with a pitched battle 7 he 

should extricate himself 7 but immediately 

afterwards take the enemy by surprise, hitting him 

where it hurts most. 

l Guert'illa wat'fare can be classified into 

.two parts on the basis of the types of men who 

wage such war. The first refers to the use of 

guerrilla method of wat'fat'e by. regular soldiers in 

the rear of the enemy0 Known as commandos, these 

men satisfy four conditions of article nine of the 

Brussels Declaration of 1874 and Hague Regulations 

of 1899 and 1907 as well as the ~eber's code. (The 

second type of men who wage such wars those 

who do nat belong to, accot'd ing to Lieber, 

'ot'gan i :zed hostile and who wage war~, 

"without sharing continuously in the war •.. who do 

so with intermitting returns to their homes and 

vocations or with the occasional assumption of the 
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semblence of peaceful pursuits divesting 

themselves of the character appearance 
) 

of 

so 1 d i ers ••. ' These guerrillas do not satisfy the 

four conditions of article nine of the Brussels 

Declaration of 1874 and of Hague Regulations of 

1899 and 1907, but they have not been treated as 

criminals in any international tt'eaty. 5 ) 

I However~ 
\ 

may the guerrillas be 

c.lassified~ to make resilience and endurance 

possible, leadership, discipline and morale of the 

highest importance is a necessary element. To 

achieve these, the guerrilla must be fortified, 

inspired by a strong idea, patriotic religious and 

p.ol it icai} (A province would be won", "wrote T. E. 
Lawrence, "when we had taught the civilians in it 

to di~ for our ideal of· freedom." 6 This leads us 

to 

5. 

6. 

another principle, i.e. the guerrilla must be 

Girish Bihari, Civil 
Intelligence Operations 

Insurgency 
<New 

and 
Delhi, 

1982>,PP.45-46. 

T.E. Lawrence, cited in Thayer, 
<London, 1964>, pp.13-14. 

Guerrilla 
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close to the local population. "We must", in the 

words 

lives 

of Mao, "live among the people as the 

in water." 7 J 

fish 

guerrilla fot'ces must be lightly 

armed si.nce cumbersome weapons reduce mobility. 

Mobility and ability to conduct operations which 

achieve surprise are most important factors 

contributing to success of war~farel"'' 

With a highly sensitive intelligence of the 

enemy·s movements along with knowledge of the 

terrein, guerrillas can move rapidly to a point of 

concentration and just as rapidly disperse, 

achieving surprise. 

Successful guerrilla operations demand a 

·complex organization and division of functions 

along with unity of movement. 

But the ~ethod of guerrilla warfare does 

have its limitations. When for~ces 

7. ibid. 
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spring from civilians population, sometimes these 

forces may be composed of individuals lacking in 

any formal military training. For such groups 
' 

to challenge a regular force in anything but a hit 

and run engagement would be to invite disaster. 

Modern warfare requires employment of 

many tools which are not available to the partisan 

either because he cannot procure them or else 

because his kind of warfare precludes their use. 

scope of 

Another characteristic that limits 

his operation is his inability 

the 

to 

concentrate a large force for extended periods of 

time. The guer~illa in massing his troop becomes a 

lucrative target for atta~k. 

Guerrillas are truly volunteers who have 

because they want to fight and if joined 

don't feel like fighting tomorrow, they may 

they 

not 

be available. So the guerrilla commander, 

with unusually strong control, may find his 

unless 

t~o 11 s 
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vacillating with season and with the whims of his 

command. 

The greatest of all limitations is the 

very nature of guerrilla warfare. It alone cannot 

be employed to defeat a regular army. It alone 

cannot force a decision unless guerrilla warfare 

is transformed into a regular one. (When the 

guerrilla does quit guert~ ill a pt~act ices and 

stands to fight, he no longer presents a special 

problem. He can then be easily defeated by regular 

forces much bettet~ tt~ained, equipped and 

commandered. So, as Mao Tse-tung put it, "taking 

the war as a whole, regular warfare is undoubtedly 

the main and basic forum and its strategical 

is decisive whet~eas guert~ i 11 a is 

auxi 1 iary. ,.B) 

weaknesses what 
' 

B. Mao Tse-tung, 

then is the 

cited in 
Modet~n Guert~ i 11 a 
p.22. 

the 

guet~r i 11 a 

F.M. Osanka, ed., 

Yod~, 1962), 
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9 Sollom., capable of accomplishing ? (According to 

operations conducted by the guerrilla warfare can 

be placed into two major classifications: 

Covert operations : Usually associated with 

guerrilla groups operating in cities or built up 

areas not really mi 1 i tat"'y in nature. 

These opet~at ions include the organisation 

instigation of civil disturbances such as 

strikes, 

riots.) 

wot~k 

Then 

slowdowns, pt'btest meetings 

under the shadow of confusion 

and 

labor 

and 

the 

guerrillas can employ the most effective weapon of 

covert varisty - sabotage. 

others are overt operations, 

genet'ally associated with guert~i lla 

organized along military lines and operating ft~om 

suitable terrain in rural areas. Using direct and 

quasi~military action·these guerrilla forces seek 

to cause harrassment and to interfere with 

9. Lt. Col. A. H. Sollom, "Nowhet~e yet 
everywhet~e" in F.M. Osanka., MQdet~n Guerrilla 
Wat~f at'e 3 <New Yor~k, 1962>, p.22. 
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operations in the rear areas to such an extent 

that substantial forces to be utilized in the 

main battle have to be diverted ·to combating 

guerrillas, and protecting rear installations and 

lines of communication thus dividing the regulat~ 

forces. The ambush, the sudden surprise attack 

from hiding' w,pon a moving enemy are considered 

forte of guerrilla forces)so are surprise r~ids-

conducted· the object of destroying or 

capturing arms, equipment, supplies, personnel 

- and installations of importance to the enemy. 

( According. to Kl . 10 on1s, guerr~i lla 

opet~at ions are conducted with the following 

purposes in mind: 

1 • 

10. 

Har~assing the enemy sufficiently so that 

may be forced to divert forces away from 

main effort. 

• 
Hat~assing the enemy to the point where 

N.L. Klonis, Guerrilla Warfare: Analysis 
Projections <New York, 1972>, p.4. 

he 

his 

he 
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concludes that tert~i torial control is 

militarily too expensive and therefore 

undesirable. Consequently the enemy may have 

to evacuate the territory in question and 

leave it to the control of guerrillas or to 

conventional forces friendly to the 

guerrillas. 

Making control politically 

e~barras~ing to the enemy, thus forcing him to 

negotiate a political compromise favourable to 

the guet~ri llas~ 

4. Denying the enemy complete control of occupied 

territory thus in tet'fer ing 

administration and uninterrupted 

of human and material ~esout'ce:) 

with his 

exploitation 

With such aims guerr~i lla warfare 

according 11 to Gerard Chailand, today encompasses 

11. GJrard Chailand, ed., Guerrilla Str~tecies : 
An Historical Anthology from the Long Mat'ch 
to Afghanistan <California, 1982>, p.ll. 
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a varied range of activities including 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Very sophisticated popular wars that may well 

lead to-military victory; 

Armed national liberation movements conducted 

on a national or local level but controlling 

and organizing at least a significant part 

the country; 

Regionally i-solated embry()n ic guet'rilla 

movements that pose no direct threat to the 

established authot'i ties and whose main 

problems ~re simple sut'vival and pt'eventing a 

lapse into mere banditism; 

Commando_ actions launched 

ne i ghbout' ing front iet' at the 

leadership in exile;. 

Mi 1 itat'i ly important struggle 

ft'om 

behest 

amounting 

the 

of 

to 

little more than headline grabbing terrorism. 

of 
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So guerrilla warfare has been employed 

in many ways throughout the ages; namely, as an 

internal rebellion against an established 

government; as an overt or covert aid to friendly 

forces engaged in a ~truggle with a potential 

enemy; as a subversive alien element in attempting 

to de~elop open rebellion in another nation~ as an 

adjunct to the native conventional forces engaged 

in conflict with the enemy; and as the only means 

of fighting superior forces of an enemy after 

defeat of the regular armed forces. In peacetime 

also, it is being used as a potent weapon of 

statecraft. Regis Deb ray has lamented that 

guerrilla war is being used as a "form of pressure 

on Bourgeoisie Government·~ a factor in political 

horsetrading, a trump card to be play~d in case of 

d • 12 nee . It is used by ext t-emi st ,, political 

parties as a lever for bargaining in parliamentary 

politics in those countries where these 

have adopted parliamentarianism as an instrument 

12. Bihari, n. 5., p. 13. 
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of politics. Guerrilla warfare is also used to 

bring about social reforms by radical groups. 

Though the term guerrilla is of latin 

origin meaning little or small wars~ this meaning 

unfortunately stands to be descriptively 

inaccurate. Today with innumerable aspects and 

facets it is not an absolutely discreet phenomenon 

making it difficult to pr~opose a definition of the 

subject. Besides in performance of such sundry 

role it is paraded under the banner of a 

of names.! According to a 13 study, some fifty 

what seven· expressions have been used to describe 

amounts to guer~r i 11 as for e>:amp le~ 

lestr~i kos polemos, a little war, a war of 

detachment. Prior to 1945, guerrilla warfare was 

as partisan warfare and today it is 

warfar~e or an 

as modern revolutipnary guerrilla 

insurgency)- Llnder~stood to be a new 

way of conducting unconventional war discovered by 

genius by Mao in the Yen an pet~ i od 

13. ibid .• p.13. 
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and later successfully applied to other parts of 

the world by left wing revolutionary movements. 

This however disguises the fact that guert'i lla 

warfat'e is essentially only a tactical method 

which is applicable to many different forms of 

military conflict. Though guerrilla operations 

m.:;:ty not have any revolutionary aims, their 

revolutionary potential is never absent. 

Revolutionary guet't'i lla warfare, 

according to John Baylis,
14 

actually refers to one 

of a t:1Ltmber of techniques used to achieve 

revolutionary change which is chat'ac tet' i zed by 

guerrilla military tactics employed in conjunction 

with other political, social, economic and 

psychological instruments. Putting it in other 

14. John Baylis, 
Baylis and 

Theories 

1 975) ' vo 1 . 1 ' 

"Revolutionat'Y Wat'fat'e" in John 
others, Contemporary Strategy: 

and Concepts <London, 

P~211. 
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words~ modern reyolutionary warfare~ according to 
I an &ecketl, 15 has Yne.Y"e ly od~ed po Lit lc..o...l. J Soc. rat, 
economic and psychological elements to traditional 

irregular military tactics. 

15. Ian Beckett, "The Tradition"~ in John 

Pimlott~ ed.~ Guerrilla Warfare <New York., 

1985) ~ p. 8. 
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CHAPTER I 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY OF GUERRILLA WARFARE : 

FROM ANCIENT TIMES TO SECOND WORLD WAR. 

DISS 
355.425 
M4747 Gu 

: j illli/1111111111 iilill/11111/il illlliliil/1111111 1

1 

I 

L_ -T~-=- ~-----) 
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of guerrilla warfare 

the belief that the 

began with the 
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history 

Spanish 

insurrection against Napolean as if there had 

been no wars of liberation and wars of 

throughout history or that prior to Mao 

opinion 

Tse-tung 

of T.E. no military thinker~ with the exception 

Lawrence, 

military 

studied 

intends 

an amateur of genius, 

philosopher, had ever 

guerrilla warfare this 

to tt'ace the development 

not really a 

systematically 

dissertation 

of guerrilla 

doctrine and the contributions of various military 

theorists or guerrilla leaders. 

~ Guet'ri lla Warfat'e in its vat'ious forms 

and shapes, has invariably been adopted by human 

before the birth of Christ. Ancient beings 

history 

tactics 

even 

is 

of 

abound with e>!amp les of classical 

hit and run, i.e. guerrilla warfat'e 

understood as a purely military form of conflict, 

and employed by indigenous group in opposition to 

foreign occupation, independent of t'egul ar 

military campaign. 



(For the first time in recorded history, 

irt'egular forces and guerrilla tacties are 

mentioned in the "-Anastas Papyarus of the 

fifteenth century B.C. Mursilis, the Hittite King, 

complained in a letter that, "the irregulars did 

not dare the attack him in the daylight and 

to fall on him by ' t the night.", While 

peeved, Mur~si "lis obviously lived to tell the 

1 tale. 

In India, the manifestation of guerrilla 

warfare has been forthcoming from the very advent 

of civilization. According to Girish Bihari, epics 

like the Shrimad Bhaqw2da Mahapurana, Rig Veda, 

Manusmriti have referred to var~ious aspect 

guerrilla warfa~e. 

In the Rajdharmanushashna PraJ<at'an 

'ShanJ&ti Parva in the Mahabharat, the method 

dealing with a more powerful foe has 

1 . Walter Laqueur, Guerrill~: A Historical 
Critical study <London, 19771,p.3. 

of 

of 

of 

been 
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described in the dialogue between Bhishima and 

Yudhishthira. 'The person who did not give way to 

a foe., superior in power., would be destroyed. 

While a wiseman., who acts after ascertaininy fully 

the ~trengths and weakn~ss of himself and his foe, 

will behave like a cane on the bank of a river 
' 

Knowing the virtue of time and opportunity, would 

bend ~ith advancing current only to stand up once 
. ? 

again when the current had passed.-

Kautilya's Arthashastra too has made a 

refet"'ence to the art of guerrilla warfare under 

the tern "Kuta Yudh". Kautilya advocated., attack 

on the enemy's t'ear by a\,LX i 11 ary fot"'ces. when in 

the forests, guerrillas should undertake sabotage; 

try to draw the enemy forces towat"'ds them and 

destroy them and their supplies. 3 

2. Gi rish Bihari, 
Intelligence Operations 

3. idid., p.5. 

C i vi 1 Insurgency and 
<New De 1 hi , 1982, > pp. 34. 
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As far as the western world is concerned 

the Bible is not short of refernces to some farms 

of guerrilla warfare, notably the irregular 

tactics utilized by the followere of Judas 

Maccabees ·against the Syrians in 166 B.C. (as 

described in the Book of ·oaniel in the Old 

Testament and in the first and second Books of 

Maccabe~s in 
4 

Apocrypha>. A lot of Roman military 

history .has references of irregular warfare in 

North Africa, Spain, Britain, Germany and Gaul. 

This ancient period produced a 

theoritical work of considerable importance to the 

students a long, standing Chinese mi I i tar~y 

tradition upon which the later Maoist dectrine was 

based The Art of war by Sun Tzu, probably 

written between 400 and 320 B.C. The book, thOLtgh 

wt~i tten for the guidance of those commanding 

4. Jim Pimlett, ed., 
York, 1985>, p.B. 

Guerrilla Warfat~e <New 
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regular armies, many of the strategic and tactical 

principles enunciated therein have had much in 

common with those later advanced by theorists of 

guerrilla warfare.
5 

The featur~es of Sun Tzu's philosophy 

include: 

1 . 

C' 
J. 

Insepat~ab i 1 i ty of military and political 

strategy i.e. to achieve political ends the 

way was to use politics and diplomacy witti 

warfare, only as one of the many strategies 

to be used in the last resort, and that even 

after military action had begun political, 

economic, diplomatic factors continued to 

have influence affecting the outcome of wars. 

These factar~s then ar~e well beyon·d the 

considerations of field 

John Ellis, A History of Guerrilla 

Warfare <London, 1975>, p.25 



,.., 
.L-

3. 

27 

comma.nder~s, beyond pure military strategy, 

and belong therefore to the exercise of 

warfare related political maneuovers. 

Avoid besieging cities considered lowest 

str~ategy in offensive warfare. Hence the 

saying "the highest form of warf at~e is one 

of strategems, next that of diplomacy, 

that of a~tually warring and last that of 

attacking cities." Furthermore a good 

military strategy is "to uproot the enemy's 

city' without attacking it." 

Another featl_tre of Sun Tzu's 

philosophy of war was speedy and decisive 

offensive warfare. He saw no virtue in 

seeking out the oppot~tun i ty for a large, 

bloddy pitched battle. Fat~ him wat~ was a 

matter of fighting as few b~ttles as possible 

and then only when it was quite cleat~ that 

the balance of forces was overwhelmingly in 

this favour. The essential purpose of any 

campaign to ensure that such a balance did 
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exist~ pr-imarily by misleading the enemy 

about one's disposition and strength: 

•• the general must create s-ituations 

which w i l l con t r i but e t o . . . . < the > accomplishment 

(of his plan>. By situations I mean that he 

should act expediently in accordance with what is 

advantageous and so contt-ol the balance, from 

incapacity when active in inactivity. When near~ 

make it appear that you are far away; when far 

away, that you are near. Offer the enemy a bait to 

lure him, feign disorder and strike him .•• When he 

concentrates, against him, where he is 

strong avoid him Anger his general and confuse 

him ••• pt~etend and encout'age his 

art-ogance •.• keep him under a strain and wear him 

down ... attack where he is unprepared, when he does 

not expect 

6. Sun 

. 6 
you." He further states: 

Gt· iff i th, 

pp.66 -69. 
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ten to the enemy's one, surrounds him; 
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this: 

when when 

five times his strength, attack him ... if double 

his strength divide him ... if equally matched 

may engage him ... [But] in these circumstances 

you 

only 

the 

be 

able general can win. If weaker numerically 

capable of withdrawing ••.. And if in all 

respects unequal, be capable of eluding him, for a 

small force is but booty for one 7 more powerful." 

Sun Tzu also mentions 

precepts concentration of troops 

anothet~ 

strength 

two 

and 

dissipating. 

division fat~ 

that of the enemy: "Unity for us and 

the enemy." 'This was possible 

through offensive which would 

initiatives and only the leisure 

would lead to the successful 

t t~aap strength. 

Selecting of the battle 

one gain help 

of initiative 

of 

ground i.e. 

point of attack was to be the enemy's weakest or 

7. ibid,, pp.79-BO. 
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most vital. The point of defense being where the 

en~my could not attack or reach. 

Such precepts emphasizing upon 

conservation of men and resources and retention of 

initiative, selection of battleground, 

concentration of troop strength have proved very 

·useful for any leader fighting a guert'i lla 

in which his men are under-strained, campaign 

under equipped and numerically inferior. Such 

ideas are all bold departures from traditional 

assault strategies, but according to Lan Yongwei, 

wet'e theot'etical summations of "new strategems of 

times, were ~stute distillations of 

among mi 1 i tat~y scholars ... a 

Yet Sun Tzu offered 

d i ffet'ent othet~ guet't' i 1 1 a 

pointed out: 

huge debates 

conclusions 

leader's. He 

8. Lan Yongwei, "Sun Tzu· s At't of Wat'." Social 

Sciences in China, Autum 88; vol.9/3. 
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"Victory is the main object in war. If 

this is long delayed~ weapons are blunted and 

moral depressed ••. When the army engages in 

protracted campaigns the resources of the date 

will not suffice .•. While we have heard of 

blundering swiftness in war~ we have not yet seen 

a clever operation that was prolonged ••• For there 

has never been a protracted wat~ from which a 

country has benefite~." 9 

Such strictures may seem relevant to 

conventional warfare since for the incumbent 

regime it is disadvantageous for the war to go on 

for any length of time, as it acts as a drain on 

the economy and increasingly alienates the support 

of the people. for 

protract~d nature, according 

two advantages: 

9 • i b i d ' p • 73 • 

1 0. E 1 1 is, n • 5, p . 26. 

the guerrilla~its 

10 
to John Ellis had 
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1 • It undermined the position of the incumbent 

regime. 

It allowed the guerrillas time in which to 

build up their forces, and slowly bring their 

troops up to an adequate level of combat· 

efficiency. Certainly the length of war came 

to be a gre~t burden on the guerrilla"s and 

their suppot~ters. However, there has never 

been a short successful guerrilla warfare. 

This was as true in the ancient wo~ld as was 

to be seen in succeeding centuries. 

\The Middle Ages saw further ~xamples of 

guerrilla operations in different parts of the 

WOt'ld. I 

\NDIA: Large scale guerrilla operation~ pertain 

to the last quat'ter of sixteenth century when 

Mahat~ana Pt~a tap after the battle of Haldighati 

(1576>, resorted to guerrilla warfare in the north 

westet~n hills of Mewar.J He mobilized the people 

with the help, of 
~ 

the remnants of his 
~ 

army and 



carried on sporadic raids on the Mughal convoys 

and outposts. Due to the nature of the terrain 

and support of the people, he invariably caught 

the enemy unawares and disappeared after causing 

damage and confusion in his ranks. So he went on 

for twenty five years. 

(Another example is that of the Marathas 

under. the dynamic and inspiring leadet'sh ip of 

Chattrapati Shivaji ( 1627-1689) and his 

successors, particularly Santanji ••• Chorpade and 

Dhan j i J adhav. The Marathas called the guerrilla 

"Gamini Kava") They took pride in being called 

the plunderers gamins and developed their 

peculiar method of fighting which the Chronicler 

Chitnis thus described: 

"The Mughal fot'ces are hLtge in numbers 
standing firmly . Only on open ground the 
Marathas on the other hand suddenly errupted 
at one place today, tomorrow elsewhere some 
fifty miles away. Men they come round again 
and execute unexpected raids, making only a 
show of fight, plunder and fly away. They 
fall upon foraging parties, attack weakly 
held Mughal posts, capture strategic points 
and inspire confidence among the followers. 
They devastate Mughal territory in 
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army, 
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carrying away pacK animals 7 horses, 
elephants, creating confusion among the enemy 
remain concealed in unfrequented thickets 
widely apart and suddenly dash upon the 
proceeding Mughal armies... occasionally 
engaging in an open encounter and any how 
preventing them from reaching their 
destination. The emperor found himself 
nonplussed how to over come these pests. 
They seemed ubiquitous and elusive liKe wind. 
When the attacKing Mughal forces had gone 

scattered Marathas like water back, the 
parted by the oat", 
resumed their attacK 

closed in aga~n 
11 

as before." 
and 

The killing of the general of Bi japur, 

Khan, and then defeating ~is fat" supet"iOt" 

the daring guerrilla raid on the Mughal 

general Shayista Khan camping at Poona, are few of 

the classic achievements of Marathas guerrilla 

warfat"e. 

- (Punjab was another region where Sikhs resorted 

to "Dhai Phat·- guerrilla warfare against foreign 

rule during 1716-68 The war began with a peasant 

revolt under the leadership of Banda Bahadur ft"om 

1708 to 1715./ 

11. Chitnis, cited in Sardesai, New Histot"Y of the 

Marathas (Bombay, 1977), vol.l, p.348. 
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As far as the wes tet~n world tao is 

concerned,examples of use of guerrilla warfare are 

many. 

The wars of the Welsh against the 

English, the harassing raids of the constables o~ 

France, Bertrand - du Guesclin against the 

English in the closing stages of the Hundred Years 

War, or the num~rous peasant uprisings of Central 

and Eastern Europe are some example of guerrilla 

warfare.) But it was the long period of guerrilla 

warfare of the Welsh against the English that 

prompted one scholar to attempt some theoretical 

formulations concerning this type of conflict and 

be to suggest ways in which it could best 

countered. In his description of Wales, written· 

in 1194, Giraldus Cambrensis~a~so known as Gerald 

of Wales came up with an analysis which often has 

an astonishingly modern ring in it: 
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"This light armed people, relying more on 
their activity than on their strength, cannot 
struggle for the field of battle... [But] 
though defeated and put to flight one day, 
they are ready to resume the combat on the 
next, neither dejected by their loss nor 
their dishonor ••• they harass the enemy by 
ambuscades and night sallies... Bold, in 
the first onset, they cannot bear a repulse -
-[but] their courage manifests itself chiefly 

' . . 

in retreat, when they frequently return, and, 
1 i-ke the Parth i ans, about their arrows behind 
them... Neither oppressed by hunger or 
cold, nor fatigued b~ martial labours, Mbr 
despondent in adversity ••• they are as easy 
to overcome in a single battlel?as difficult 
to subdue in a protracted war" -

This excerpt itself is a brilliant 

summation of the nature of guerrilla warfare. 

Giraldus Cambrensis's work on war in Wales still 

stands as a classic of counter -guerrilla warfare 

literature. He goes on to say, 

12. 

"The prince who would wish to subdue this 
nation and govern it peaceably, must use 
this ~ethod .. ~ Let him divide their 
~trength, and by bribes and promises 

Cambrensis, 
in History 

cited in Lewis Gann, Guerrillas 
<Stanford, 1971>, p.3. 
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endeavor to stir up one against the other--
In autumn let not only the marshes, but also 
the interior part tif the country be strongly 
fortified with castles, provisions and 
confidential families. In the mean time the 
purchase of corn, cloth, and satt, 
they are supplied from England, 

with which 
should be 

strictly interdicted; and well - manned ships 
placed as a guard on the coast--- Afterwards, 
when the severity of winter approaches--- and 
the mountains no longer afford hope of 
pasturage--- let a body of light armed 
infantry penetrate into their woody and 
mountainous retreats, and let these troops be 
supported ~nd relieved by others; and thus by 
frequent changes, and replacing the men who 
~re either farigued or slai~ in battle, this 

- ' . . 1 ~ 
nation will be ultimately subdued." ~ 

To a large extent irregular warfare was 

either the natut'al reso~t of . pt'imi t i ve people 
' 

faced with a more sophisticated opponent, or a 

resort of _the weak against the strong. On 

occassions too, it was nerely brigandage which 

n. 
acquired a legedry status as in 

" 
sagas of the 

Haikuds and the Klephs, bo~h Balkan, Christian 
"tee.l'"l 

groups opposed to Turkish rule in the seventh and 
" 

13. Ibid. pp. 198-99. 
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eighteenth 

England. 

century or Robin Hood of medieval 

Increasingly however it was 

realised that guerrilla warfare might play a 

being 

role 

in wider conventional conflicts. By the ~ighteenth 

century many European armies were experimenting 

with irregular troo~s and light infantry in th~ 

Americas 

Wars of 

and Eastern Europe. During the 

Independence <1774 -1783) 

American 

partisans 

operated successfully on both sides ~n support of 

conventional operations. This was especially 

in the Southern states such as North and 

true 

South 

Carolina and a number of talented partisan leaders 

emerged~ such as the British, Banastre Tarleton 

and Patrie Ferguson and Americans Thomas Sumter~ 

Maurice Murphy, Andrews Pickens. But p~rhaps the 

most successful of them all was Francis Marion, ~n 

Indian fighter. He was known almost everywhere as 

the ·swamp Fox· because it was in such areas that 

he made his base. He and his horsemen would emerge 

from their hideouts around sunset 

swiftly towards their targets which 

and 

they 

ride 

would 
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fall upon in the very early hours of the morning. 

Having a-ccomplished their mission they would ride 
' 

back. When his men were acting as one unit~ they 

would attack in 'three groups., one assaulting 

frontally only and one on each flank., after 

stealing upon their enemy. But at all· times 

Mar{on kept some forces on the move., in groups of 

five to ten men who would gather in f-ormat ion, 

comfort rebel families and harass isolated 

loyalists and English soldiers. If ever Marion's 

base was threatened by a powerful force of the 

enemy, he had no problem retreating to another 

Indeed the tactics utilised by partisans 

and light infantry in America spawned some of the 

first modern texts to deal specifically with the 

oppor~tun it ies of guerrilla warfare. Thus two 

Hessians John-Von-Ewald and Andreas Emmerich the 

latter in his book The Partisan in War Q!: The Use 

of a Corps of Light Troops to 2!l Ar~my ~ insisted at 

a wartime ar~my could not exist without light 

troops. Each unit should consist of not less than 
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a thousand or more than seventeen hundred 

soldiers all of whom should be volunteers. They 

should constitute the ·avante guarde' of an army 

on the march, covering its flanks and harassing 

the enemy rear guard. On the other hand when the 

main 

the 

body of 

light 

their own army was on 

troops should cover the 

the retreat, 

rear Units 

should riever, under any circumstances what so ever 

be taken by'surprise. The main danger that faced a 

detachmeht of raiders was their own negligence and 

lack of caution. Emmerich analysed in considerable 

detail various situations the partisan was likely 

to face such as nightly marches and attacks and 

freely offered advice. Guides should be employed 

only if they vol~nteer Emmerich layed ,a great 

stress on the point that a part.isan off icet~ needed 

special qualities, particularly the ability to act 

independently-of his commanding powers, who coGld 

not personally give him orders covering all 

eventualities. He repeated his commanding generals 

useful advise before one of his first major raids: 

"two hundred miles into the enemy rear, never 

offend or~ mistreat civilians, do not permit 
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and treat 
. e 14 

prlsonr~s of war decently." 
.c. 

Ewald's contribution to the partisan 

warfat'e., according to Walter Laqueur 
15 was at 

least as important as Emmerich's. He was 

frequently quoted by Clausewitz and subsequent 

authors. One of the major points made by him was 

that., the officers especially young officers., all 

.tao often lacked even the rudiments of theoretical 

knowledge. An ideal officer was a combination of 

manly virtues -modesty., courage., humanness and 

intellectual curiosity. Like Emmerich, he stressed 

that there was no excuse whatsoever., for being 

taken by ~urprise but as officers were only human., 

he devoted several chapters to the techniques of 

surprise attack and ambuscades. Some of them have 

become part and parcel of guerrilla in 

succeeding ages. For example, there wet~e 

14. Emmet~ich, 

Guert'i 11 a: 
cited in 

A Histor'ical 
Walter Laqueur, 

and Ct'itical Study 
<London., 1977), p. 104. 

15- ibid. p p. 1 05' 106. 
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o..n::J regions from which surprise attacks could be 

successfully launched~ and that some succeeded 

precisely because they were carried out were least 

suspected~ in open terrain from behind the fruit 

trees isolated houses~ etc. Given the necessity of 

relying bn population's goodwill~ it was of utmost 

importance 

recommended 

leader. 

tm punish marauders severely. He 

the study of psychology of the 

also 

enemy 

These pioneering works were followed by 

still others which derived their experience from 

Europe. But what was noticeable was that the 

literature published before 1810 did not accord 

an independent' 

concerned with 

role to guerrilla units. It was 

the opet~a t ions of p t~af fess i ana 1 

soldiers acting in close cooperation with the main 

body of the army~ ahd preoccupied with 

attacks, ambushes and other operations 

necessity had 

small 

listed 

unit. 

to be cart~ i ed out by 

A great many strategems 

surprise 

which by 

t~e 1 at i ve 1 y 

were thus 
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By the end of the eighteenth century the 

nature of warfare itself was li~erally transformed .. 
by the. outbreak of the French Revolution and 

Napoleonic Wars 1792 - 1815. 

A series of bitterly fought campaigns 

waged by irregular against French armies ~uch as 

that of Tou-ssaint L · Ouvertur~e on Haiti ( 1791 

1797>, Roy~lists in the Vendee <1793 - 1796) and 

. the Tyrolean nationalist, Andrias Hoffer~ ( 1809) 

followed. The best known and ultimately the most 

successful uprising was that in Spain from which 

the word 'guer~r i 11 a· det~ives 1 i ter~a 1 meaning 

'little wat~ ·. When the · Fr~ench invaded Spain, 

defeating Spanish regular troops they cbuld never~ 

dominate the count r~y side and soon the French 

began to suffer from the actions of 

civilian bands. Spanish peasants gathered and 

attacked French forces throu~h harsh means, like 

firing the cavalry patrols to death in the woods, 

ambushing a wagon t r~a in etc. These ir~r~egulars 

never offered to fight pitched battles. Soon the 

guerrilla leaders began cooperating with English 
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in Portugal and bands of other provinces. 

forces were tied up in futile marches and 

searches. They incurred heavy losses in arms and 

equipments. Spanish bands meantime had begun 

training for combat as regular troops, and when 

~he ~inal battles were being fought, the Spanish 

guerrillas fought along with English through Spain 

into France. These campaigns showed that the 

'guerrilla was as much a man for local fight as he 

was good enough for a tactical advantage and could 

_ be considered in strategic planning. 

\ Pr~m i ilen t among ·the works devoted 

specifically to irregula~ warfare, were those of 

Grandmaison, de- Jeney, Baron Henri Jomini George 

Wilhelm 

colonel 

the mo~t 

.warfare. 

sold iet~s 

Valentini. Grandmaisdn, a lientenant 

in a Flanders Volunteer corps, was 

influential ear~l y authors on 

He recommended q0alitie~ necessat~y 

engaged in partisan warfare. They 

among 

small 

for 

ought 

to be robust, not too tall, and young enough to be 

able to endure fatigue and various privations. A 

great believer of night attacks, he noted that 
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ambushes at night were always successful, causing 

confusion out of all proportion 

requi~ed from the attackers. 16 

to the effort 

According to de Jeney one of the leading 

early 

not 

fact 

small war theorists, guerrilla warfare 

been awarded enough attentibn inspite of 

that it was the most danget~ous of 

had 

the 

all 

military 

successful 

combination 

professions. According to him, a 

partisan needed an almost impossible 

penetrating 

of 

and 

a fertile 

intrepid 

imagination, a 

spirit, a firm 

countenance, a good memory, alertness, th~ gift to 

size up a situation etc. De Jeney was the first to 

write a book that included maps and sketches and 

even advice on first aid. 

Contrary to the above views were those 

of another military theoritician Geot~ge Wilhelm 

von Valentini, a Prussian lieutenant - general who 

believed that a small war could be decisive in the 

16. ibid. pp. 102, 103. 
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last resort. He thought that 

likely 

mountaineers and 

hunters were the most candidates for 

partisan warfare and those without such natural 

training would need to be highly educated and 

young. Of great interest are Valentini's remarks 

on surprise attacks: "if surprise were complete 

the enemy would offer little resistance ever 

though his forces might be numerically superior. 

However, well disciplined troops were needed for a 

surprise attack, infantry units should carry out 

night attacks holding a cavalry detachment in 

reserve to pursue the enemy troops in their 

flight." 17 

The Sp'anish experience was of great 

importance 

speculations 

in that it prompted theoretical 

guerrilla about the nature of 

warfare. It was in 1810 that the first serious 

attempt to synthesis•,, the chat~acteri st ics of 

irregular. operations and to define their role in 

warfare was made, by Clausewitz in his Wat~, 

·17. i b i d • p. 1 07. 
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drawing heavily on contemporary studies of the 

subject by Ewald~ Emmerich~ Valentini. In the 

chapter titled 'Arming the Nation· Clausewitz was 

one of the first to note that guerrilla warfare 

was a unique means of harnessing the nationalistic 

fervors of the whole people~ offering many 

·inherent military advantages. It is this view 

that has, directly and indirectly provided bas i.s 

for most subsequent theories of irregular warfare. 

According to Clausewitz,only popular wat'S could 

top a couf)try"s ideologic~! potential Leaving 

out the political problems created by 

civilians~ he treated pbpular war solely on its 

operational m~rits as a means of fighting. Popular 

resistance wars were, according to Clausewitz 

unsuited td major actions, 

"whose effect is concentrated in time and 
space. -Like the proceSfS of evaporation in 
nature, its effect depends on the extent of 
its surface. The greater this is, and the 
greater its contact with the opposing army -

in other words the more the enemy extends 
himself - the greater the effect of an armed 
populance. Like a slow, gradual fire it 

18 destroys the bases of the enemy force." 

18. Clausewitz, cited in Peter Paret and John Shy, 
Guet't'i I las in the Sixties <London, 1962>, p. 12. 



Clausewitz never foresaw the possibility 

of guerrillas alone being able to bring any war to 

a decisive conclusion. For him too~ they could 

never be more than an ancillary to the operations 

of regular troop~ organized along conventional 

lines. Even if they were successfuly they required 

much 

for 

time to reach a point of culmination. 

"For this crises to be produced by popular 
action alone pre~uppose ••• a degree 
disproportion between the invader and 
size of the country that does not occur 
t~ea 1 i ty. Unless 
must· conceive 

we wish to chase a mirage 
of the people's war 

coordination which operations carried out 
a regular armyl both acting according to· 9 . 
over-all plan." 

of 
the 

in 
we 
in 
by 
an 

::7Clausewi tz 1 isted out five conditions 

the successful pursuit of guerrilla 

similar in many ways to Giraldus Cambrensis before 

him~ accot~d i n_g to Lewis Gann. He stressed that: 

1 • The w.at~ ought to 11 be cart'ied on in the 

heart of country, 

19. ibid. pp. 12-13. 
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C" 
..J. 

It couldnot be decided by a single battle. 

Giraldus likewise emphasised the advantages 

which protracted war offered to Welsh 

mountaineers. 

The theatre of war ought to extend over a 

considerable area of the country~ 

The national character being favourable to 

The country was to be hard to traverse and 

inaccessible. 

"Giraldus"~ according to Lewis Gann, 

"too, enlarged upon the harsh enviornment 

of Wales~ on its inhospitable mountains 

and forlorn swampland where 'in time of 

peace~ the youngmen, by penetrating 

deep ·recess~s of woods and climbing 

of mountains, 

20 
endut~e. " 

learn by practice 

the 

top 

to 

20. Gann, n.12, pp.22-23. 
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Clausewitz then rapidly sketched the 

operational 

and armed 

limitations of the guerrillas. Militia 

civilians ought not to be employed 

against 

against 

cracking 

the main force of the 

sizable units. They 

the core., but only 

enemy, or even 

were to avoid 

nibble along the 

surface and on 

the provinces 

theatre of wat', 

the edges. 

lying to 

They ought to rising in 

one side of the main 

which the invader · does not enter. 

The guerrilla surrounding his flariks were ~lso to 

follow.to the rear of his advance. And the enemy 

was left with no other means with which to oppose 

the actions of armed civilians than the 

his dispatching of numerous detachments to escort 

convoys., 

Just as 

to occupy posts., defiles, bridges, etc. 

the first esccirt of the ~eople would be 

insignificant, so these detachments would be weak 

because of the fear of dividing the forces too 

much. It is on these sm.a 11 units that the spark 

of popular war would really catch fire; at some 

points, the enemy would be overpowered by their 

number, courage and enthusiasm would growi and the 

intensity of the struggle increased until the 
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issue. 

comes which would decide the 
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entire 

The psychological and organizational 

characteristics of armed civi~ian groups suggested 

to 

of 

Clausewitz that although they formed a weapon 

strategic defense., they genet~ally at~ even 

always were to be tactically on the offensive. 

Their offensive actions were to comprise of 

pinpricks, raids., ambushes; although a favourable 

position ought to be defended, it was 

preferable to break off the engagement 

still 

and 

scatter, . or withdraw for a subsequent counter

attack, than to make a last-c:·i.tch stand. Only 

rarely were the civilian levies to concentrate in 

mass - and take the risk of being destroyed at one 

blow. 

Fbllawing Ewald and Sun Tzu, 

emphasized 

i mpot~tance. 

intention 

that 

Few 

was 

people were to 

of 

know 

and direction of the raid. 

Clausewitz 

paramount 

about the 

In dealing 
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with specific assignments for the partisans 

Clausewitz singled out the following: to collect 

intelligence; to arrest enemy couriers, to kidnap 

enemy generals important persons, to 

destroy bridges and arms stores, to make roads 

impassable; . to seize enemy funds and supplies. 

These operations would spread despondency in the 

enemy camp. Clausewitz strongly advised against a 

·worst -case ~exceptation· strategy. To take into 

account all possible dangers was tantamount to 

·magnifying them. Clau~~wi tz doubted whether once 

the commander took a decision, his junior officers 

were to be consulted since this would only make 

him waver~ When facing capitulation the commander 

was to weigh up the alternatives of a last 

counterattack or an order to disperse, thus giving 

the officers and soldieri.: a chance to escape. 

Though there ~eem to be some 

similarities betweenibe.Welsh scholar~ and b~~ modern 

Prussian general, Clausewitz's thought on war was 

much broader in its sweep and more 

in its tenor than that of Giraldus. 

philosophical 

According to 
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Lewis Gann~ 21 unlike most earlier military writers 

in Europe~ Clausewitz g_eneralized on warfare as a 

whole. 

state 

Lenin 

He interpreted war as the 'continuation of 

pol icy by other means a doctrine which 

later adapted to his purpose by describing 

war as 'revolution by other means . Bu.t 

Clausewitz did not think of war as an instrument 

of popular revolution. Like Giraldus before hirl) 

he assumed that an invaded people would rally in a 

national 

partisan 

union 

of 

to expel an invader and 

was a valuable adjunct to 

regular armies obedient operations 

constituted authority. His theories looked 

that 

the 

to 

into 

the past as much as into the future and above all 

~ummed up accumulated military experiences of 

age preceding the industrial revolution. 

the 

Further, the experience of the Ft'enc.h 

Revolut.ionat'Y and Napoleonic wars and the 

subsequent social~ political and economic unrest 

did most to advance theoretical work on guerrilla 

21. Gann~ n.12, pp.23-24. 
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war. Authors included the Frenchman Le Miere de 

Carvey <1823>,the Pt'ussian, Carol von Decker 

<1823>., and Polish theorists, Wojciech Chrzanowski 

( 1835} and t<arol Begumir Stolzman ( 1844} and 

Russian,Denis Davidov <1841). 

According to Walter Laqueur, 22 Le 

Miere de Carvey (1770 - 1832} worked on partisan 

warfare relying on his experience in th~ Vendee' 

and Spain. His work published in 1823 was in some 

respects the first truly modern work on the 

guerrilla. He traced partisan warfar~ throug the 

ages and noted that while partisans were 

frequently used as a corollary to r~gular armies, 

they assumed fat' gt'eater importance once the 

national armies h~d been destroyed. He concluded 

that it was not sufficient for an invader to seize 

the major towns, since his lines of comm~nication 

.would still remain open to attack. Traditional 

mi 1 i tat~y doctrine was of little use in combating 

----------------~--

• 
22. LaqueLtt'., n.1, pp.113.,114. 
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the partisans. He noted furthermore., that for 

obvious reasons the local populace would always be 

the most adapt at defending their native regions. 

He dealt with organization of guerrilla 

their tactics, their 

uniforms in detail. 

authors, accot~d ing 

weapons., and even 

Less doctrin~ire than 

to 23 Laqueur., de 

r~cognizied that guerrilla units followed 

essentially different from those of light 

units., 

their 

other 

Carvey 

tactics 

units 

attached to regul~r armies. And unlike others 9 Le 

Miet~e put great stress on psychological factors. 

Since guer~r i lla wat~fare was· a war of 

extermination, the enemy armies would use 

rept~isals and the part~sans as mere 

brigands. This change in the character of war; was 

to de Carvey, an unalterable historical fact. 

Carl Von Decker <1821) presented 

useful and systematic summary of the topic which 

repeated much of the advice proffered by earlier 

authors. Accor~d ing to Walter~ 

23. ibid. pp.113-i14. 

24. ibid. pp.114-115 

24 Laqueur., Decker 
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stressed the importance of maintaining good 

relations with the local population, The partisan 

ought to be welcome everywhere, he was to be 

considered a liberator, not a pirate. To be thus 

considered entailed strict discipline and paying 

for supplies received very much similar to what 

Mao'T$e tung had to say, a century later. 

Decker advised extreme prudence while enlisting 

new soldiers, and stressed the importance of 

havi-ng spies· in all classes. Above all to him 

partisan ·warfare called for very spec i crl 

qualities. 

Karol Begumir Stolzman <1793-1854> wrote 

a remarkable treatise that was a forerunner of a 

who'le twentieth - centur~y, "do it-. yourself" 

25 
literatur~- Accor~ing to Laqueur, it gave 

practical advice on how to produce explosives in a 

kitch~n or gardenshed, it provided exact f igut~es 

on how much powder was needed to pt~oduce land 

25. ibid. pp. 115-117. 
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mines and the required size of a mine for blowing 

up a wall or a bridge. Like other authors he 

referred to the historical predecessors of 

partisan 

character 

warfare stressing on its 

and national inspiration in a 

modern 

popular 

modern 

small war. Among the problems which 

him was the question of maintenance of 

preoccupied 

discipline 

in an irregular unit, and the advisability of 

awarding decorations for actions reguiring special 

He suggested that after termination of 

hostilities, a roll of honor should be 

listing those who had distinguished 

published, 

themselves. 

Much of his book was., according to Laqueur, 

devoted to practical advice. 

Another~ Pol ish theori~t was General 

Wojciech Chrzanowski <1793-1861). His observations 

on partisan warfare are of great inte~est 

26 they., contain accor~ding to Laqueur, 

because 

in a 

nutshell most of the basic ideas of twentieth 

century guerrilla w~rfare. Some of the points were 

26. ibid. pp.116-117. 
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later elaborated by Mao; namely, the importance of 

guerrilla bases, the 

the 

concepts 

gradual 

of protracted 

war~ fare and even 

guerrilla to mobile warfare. 

transition 

Chrzanowski 

from 

noted 

that guerrilla warfare coud be successful only if 

the enemy army was not large enough to occupy the 

whole territory. But since this was not likely to 

happen, to be effective, partisan warfare had to 

be protracted. The longer it continued, the better 

the chances for victory, for while the guerrillas 

grew stronger , the enemy units became weaker and 

more demoralized. Guerrilla warfare, as 

by Chrzanowski, would at first be 

against individual enemy soldiers, then 

envisaged 

conducted 

against 

small units, and eventually against larger bodies. 

He emphasised the importance of attacking the 

enemy only from a position of marked 

i~ possible from the flanks. 

superior~i ty., 

Denis 

dut~ing 

wr~ate 

A contemporary, the Cossack General, 

Vasiliyevich Davidov, led a partisan force 

Napolean's rett'eat from Moscow. He too 

1 a tet~ that this type of "is 
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concerned with the entire area which seperates the 

enemy ft'Om his opet'at ional base. "
27 

·He delineated 

its objectives: cutting of communication lines, 

destroying all units and wagons wanting to join 

up with him, inflicting surprise blows on the 

enemy left without food and cartridges and at the 

same time blocking his retreat.· This was the 

real meaning of partisan warfare.-· 28 Neat'l y a 

century later, T.E. Lawrence offered the world a 

dramatic demonstration of Davidov·s definition. 

Most of these works were concerned with 

the likely con~ribwtion of the irregulars, acting 

as pat't i sans, on the flanks and of an 

opposing army, in support of conventional 

operations. Such partisans were mostly envisaged 

as detached regular troops~ In the later years 

there some furthet' e>:amp les of guerrilla 

tactics be~ng used in such struggles as the Greek 

War of Independence <1821-27>, the Italian 

27. 

28. 

Otto Heilbrunn, cited in, 
Wat'fare", Encyclopedia 
vol.8,1977. p.460. 
ibid. 

"Guerrilla 
Bt'itannica, 



Risorgimento (1848>, and the American Civil 

<1861-65) featuring notable cavalry leaders 
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War 

such 

as Conferates John Singleton Mosby and Nathan 

Bedford Forrest. 

By the end of nineteenth century, though 

main stream military thought was European 

concerned 

European 

only with conventional war 

armies on the cither 

in Europe, 

hand were 

increasingly confronted with irregular w~rfare in 

their expanding colonial empires. From the Sikh 

revolt <1845-46>, <1848-49> and Egyptian uprising 

<1882)., to disciplined but unsophisticated 

such as the Zullus (1879> Matabele <1893-96>, 

foes 

.the 

kind 

and 

of opponents were varied in chat~acterist ics 

methods. In addition there were genuine 

guerrilla opponents such as the dacoits of 

( 1885-1892> and the Maoris of New Zealand., 

most important of these confront~tion being 

of the Boers War (1899-1903>. 

Many European armies evo 1 ved the it~ 

methods of dealing with colonial war~fare. 

Burma 

the 

that 

own 

The 
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British, in particular., adopted a sophisticated 

pacification strategy against the Boers during the 

later stages of the South African War <1899-1902). 

According 

constant 

to 29 Ian Beckett, this involved the 

harrassment of Boet~ commandos by mobile 

British columns and the steady restriction of the 

Boer's ab i 1 i ty to maneuver by the 1 ibet~al use of 

barbed wire and blockhouses, allied to the 

systematic destruction of Boer farms and livestock 

and the detention of Boer families to deny support 

for those in the field. 

However, expet~ i ences in the· colonies 

were so diverse that little coherent doctrine 

developed. The most important work dut~ing this 

phase was the British manual by C. E. Callwell, 

Small Wars: Their pr~inc~ples and Practice ( 1896). 

29. Ian Beckett, "Traditions"~ in John Pimlott, 

ed., Guerrilla Warfare <New York, 1985)' 

p. 16. 



Callwell, according 
30 to Laqueur, presented 

was definitely the fullest account of 
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what 

all 

unorthodox campaigns in the nineteenth century 

e~-{perience. He depicted guerrilla warfare as an 

unor~thodox form of fighting resorted to by the 

colonial people against the western imperialist 

powers. Capt. Callwell saw the counter - guerrilla 

campaigns as an inevitable consequence of keeping 

order throughout the confines of the British 

empire. Far from romanticizing them. He 

emphasized the general rule that the."quelling of 

a rebellion in different colonies means 

protracted, thankless 
• . 31 

.. t .,vertebrate war." He 

war~ned that "guerrilla warfar~e., regular~ 

always have to dread, and when this is directed by 

a leader~ with a genius fat~ wat~, an effective 

campaign becomes well nigh impossible."
32 

30. Laqueur,n.l, pp.121-125. 

31. Callwell, Small Wars: Their Principles 

Practice <London, 1899), pp.S, 104. 

32. ibid. 
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Callwell"s work was eminently pragmatic~ 

devoid of any ambition to develop a gener~l theory 

of guerrilla warfare though here and there he did 

provide practical advice for counter-insurgency 

and speculated about its future. emphasized 

than this form of warfare ought in fact to be met 

with an unique system of strategy and tactics. He 

was aware of the fact that, the more irregular and 

dispersed an enemy force, the more difficult i.t 

the 

the 

he 

the 

was to pursue once it had been defeated. On 

hand~ the enemy always seemed to 

of the r-egular army 

know 

Hence movements 

concluded that 1 it was always better to fight 

i rr'egu 1 ars than 

contact could 

to maneuver against 

be established. 

them-provided 

Accor-ding to 

Laqueur, Callwell ruled out generalizations about 

effect.i ve counter -action to guet'r'i lla 

To him guerrilla war was something to be 

warfare. 

avoided~ 

it was a transient phenomenon that claimed more 

victims from disease and exhaustion than gunshot. 

It was demoralizing too, because of the futile 

marches involved. Only by adapting one's ways 

with that of the enemy and using 'flying columns· 



could guer~r ill as be dealt with. 

strategy, Callwell thought that it was 

to surround the enemy completely, 

:'!:3 "savage"- would fight to the end. It 
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Concerning 

dangerous 

since a 

was more 

effective and less expensive to leave the enemy a 

line of retreat and engage in vigorous pursuit. 

Spelling out the essential elements for successful 

guert~i lla wat~fare operation, Callwell stressed 

"surprise, followed by immediate retreat, before 

the opponent could r~ecover. Operations were 

necessarily,~n a small scale since surprise would 

be difficult to achieve with bodies of 

men." 34 Callwell dealt in depth with many aspects 

of the techniques of guerrilla and partisan 

warfare, such as attack tactics, weapons, the 

blockhouse system fat~ counter' -guert'i lla 

operations, blowing up of railway bt~ i dges and 

viaducts, mountain and jungle but he 

totally left out the political aspects. To him 

~~- Refering to the native guerrillas. 

34. Ca 11 we 1 1, n. 31., pp. 108-109. 
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guerrilla warfare -"a hart~ass i ng form of 

warfare •.• most difficult to bring to a 

-,rc;-

satisfactory conclusion"-..:.-..J_was primarily military. 

He apparently believed that it was a transient 

phenomenon, encountered by Imper~ i a 1 powers in 

distant countries only. 

Since the importance of guer~ri lla warfare h &.$··· 

varied considerably throughout history, the days 

of the guerrilla wars seemed to be over as the 

nineteenth century drew to a close. Europe was 

engrossed with brief 
' 

unsuccessful urban 

insurrections such as the widespread uprisings 

which 6ccurred in 1830 48 or shor~t conventional 

wars eg. those fought by Prussia against Denmark 

( 1864) , Austria <1866) and France ( 1870). Though 

urban uprisings were taken note of by and 

Engels and later Lenin, none of them appreciated 

its potential.· the concept of a 

People's war familiar to the twentieth century 

exponents of guerrilla warfare, was hardly 

35. Callwell, n.4,p.16. 
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distinguishable in any earlier writings. 

Clausewitz too did not interpret guerrilla warfare 

as a means of popular revolution though he did 

allude briefly to the political implications of 

national resistance to an invader. Later the 

theorists of revolution such as Marx and Lenin 

undoubtedly inspired innumerable subsequent 

movements that practiced guerrilla warfare as 

tactic., but neither actually 

contributed much to the theory of guerrila warfare 

i tse 1 f. 

Accbrdilng 36 to Laqueur., both Marx and 

Engels wrote a great deal on military affairs., 

but., guerrilla warfare preoccupied them only 

they thought it on the whole to be of 

limited applicability. Though earlier Engels had -

written that a people who wanted to gain 

independence could not be restr~icted to 

conventional warfare. 'Levee -en -masse., 

"t~evo 1 uti onary war., guet"ri llas everywhere these 

36. Laqueur, n.l, pp.141 to 146. 



were the only means by which a small people 

defeat a 

stt~onger~ 

later on 

bigger one~ or army 

and better organised 

could resist 

37 opponent." 

Engel.s sadly concluded that~ 
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could 

its 

But 

there 

really was not much hope for a people's war in 

Europe. "Such fanaticism and national enthusiasm 

is not customat~y among civilised . ..38 nat1ons ••. 

Engel's skepticism about the efficacy of gtierrilla 

warfare was based~ both on his own experiences of 

fighting in Baden in 1849~ and on an analysis of 

historical pr~ecedents. Therefore
1 

according to 

Laqueur, Engels view was that it could only 

suc~eed in Europe in conjunction with regula~ army 

units. Though outside Europe he saw conditions 

fat' guerrilla warfare as more propitious, Marx 

and Engels were not oversanguine with t~egard to 

the prospects of urban insurrection. Engels did 

not a 1 togethet~ out street fighting in a 

revolution, but "only if the unfavot'able situation 

is compensated by othet~ factor~s." The insurgents 

37. ibid. p. 143. 

38. Lenin., Collected Works <New York, 1962) ' 

VO 1 • X I ' p- 213-
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.'1 

were to be numerically stronger and would have to 

opt for attack rather than passive barricade 

tactics. The barricade was a mere symbol: only if 

the enemy forces yielded to moral <i.e. political 

and psychological) factors would the insurgents 

win. If on the other hand the self confidence of 

the r~ling class remained unb~oken~ if it did not 

panic, the insurgents would easily suffer defeat, 

even if the military were in a minority. The 

insurgents would be victorious only if of the army 

joined them~ and this could happen only in a grave 

crisis, may be after a defeat or a split in the 

ruling class, a loss of its self confidence., a 

of the ability and will to the 

power in its hands. Mat-~< and Engels were not 

opposed to guerrilla warfare but simply believed., 

like almost all military thinkers at the time, 

that it was not ~ikely to be of great importance 

practically. Engels did not underestimate the 

importance of co 1 on i a 1 wa t-s, but accot-d ing to 

Laqueur-, "he found it d iff icul t to accept that the 

fate of the world would be decided in the jungles 

of Asia or Africa. The revolution would occur in 
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the 

did 

highly industrialised countries where he so 

not 

39 warfare." 

visualize 

Although 

any 

Lenin 

scope for 

had much to say about 

revolutionary situations and the proper tactics to 

be 

and 

employed in each, he certainly offer~ed no 

startling advice on guerrilla warfat'e. 

many volumes of his works there is just one 

In 

short 

article on the subject and some occasional 

references in 1904-1906 and in 1918-1919. 

After the insurrection in Russia in 

December 1905, Lenin directly addressed himself to 

a consideration of what guerrilla warfat~e was, 

its effectiveness and the role it could play. 

Lenin reasoned that guert'i lla wat'fare was an 

"i-nevitable f6rm of struggle at a time when the 

mass movement had actually reached the point of an 

uprising and when fairly large intet'vals occut~ 

39. Laqueur, n.l, p.146. 
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b t t b t ' th . . I II 40 e ween he ig 'engagemen s in e c1v1 war. 

It was not true that guerrilla warfare demoralized 

the revolutionary avante grade, only the 

senseless methods of unorganised, irregular bands 

had that effect. The avante -grade party had to 

direct the masses not only in the major battles of 

the revolution but also in the lesser encounters. 

There is no gainsaying that guerrilla warfare 

brought. the class-conscious proletarians into 

close contact with "degraded, dt'unken t'i f f-raff". 

But this meant only that the Bolsheviks should not 

regat'd it as the sole,: or even as the chief 

instt'ument df struggle!, or ever anything but 

subordinate to other methods. But neither should 

guerrilla warfare be 
. 41 

left to the riff raff. 

It was 1906 when Lenin claimed that 

partisan warfare in combination with uninterrupted 

strikes, attacks and street fighting thr--oughout 

the country would effectively exhaust the enemy. 

40. Lenin, n.38, p.213. 

41. ibid. 
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No government could survive such a struggle 1n the 

long run~ it was bound to destroy the industry~ 

demoralise the bureaucracy and the army aid create 

dissatisfaction among the people. This was the 

sum total of Lenin's prerevolutionary dicta an 

guerrilla warfare. 

According to John Erickson~"guerrilla 

war and military freeboating held little appeal 

for Lenin~ squeezed dry of any drop of 

romanticism ••• The republic could not defend itself 

with untrained mobs or be held together by wild-

eyed guerrillas." 42 

Leniri frequently referrred to 

partisanshchina (guerrillaism> after 1917, but 

always in a deregatory vein. He advised avoidence 

of guerrillaism since arbitrary operations of 

individual detachments, and. disobedience vis - a -

vis the central power, lead to ruin. 

42. John Erickson~ "Lenin as Civil Wat' Leadet~~" 
in L. Schapiro and P. Reddaway~ eds., 
Lenin, the Man, the Theat'ist, the Leadet-· 
<London, 1967) ~ 174. 
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Significantly, Trotsky, who became the 

first People's Commissar for War and Chairman of 

the Supreme Military Soviet in March 1915, moved 

swiftly to eliminate what was termed 

partizanshchina <'partisan spirit or 

guerrillaism') in the newly established Red Army 

in the belief that it represented a weapon of the 

weak rather than the strong, and that it 

encout'aged attitudes sub vet'S i ve of centralized 

party authority. "Guerrilla Warfat~e" as Trotsky 

said, "was tt~uly peasant 
. 4~ 

fot~m of wat~. " - He saw 

it as a pt~imitive fot~m of inevitable 

perhaps in some cases but devoid of any specific 

t~evolutionary charactet~. He made a fair 

assessment of the value of guerrilia warfare in 

the following words in 1923: 

43. 

"The guerrilla movement had seen a necessary 
and adequate weapon in the early phase of the 
civil war. The revolution could not as yet 
put compact armed masses into the field .it 
had to depend on small independent bodies of 
troops. This kind of warfare demanded self-
sacrifice, initiative and independence. 
as the war grew in 

Leon Trotsky, Military Writings 
1971) p- 81. 

<New 

But 

York., 



scope it needed proper organization 
discipline and the guerrilla movement 
began to turn it negative pole to 
revolution." 44 

In the light of these facts., 
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and 
then 
the 

the 

emergence of a myth depicting Lenin and Trotsky as 

great guerrilla strategists is difficult to 

understand and impossible to justify. 

In fact the only writers before the 

twentieth century who seem to have made any 

direct connection between guerrilla warfar~e and 

revolution were Carlos Bianco and Johannes Most. 

The earlier writings like those of Le 

Miere and. Decker, were technical manuals devoid 

of direct political implications. But with the 

question of national independence and unification 

becoming issues of the day in Italy and Poland, a 

search was on, for an answer, as to which was the 

most effective military-political appr-oach to 

liberate a cbuntry from foreign occupation. In 

44. ibid. pp.Bl 82. 
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contrast 

Polish 

to 

and 

the early European theorists, the 

Italian strategists were deeply 

preoccupied with the political aims and context of 

a war of national liberation. It was for this 

reason that they were able to anticipate many of 

the twentieth century discussions on par-tisan 

war~fare. 

was in the writing of Carlos Bianco It 

( 1795-1843) that the link between guerrilla 

warfar~e and radical politics was first 

45 
established. Bianco 7 according to Laqueu~ 

began with the assumption that Napoleonic warfare 

was unsuitable for the liberation of Italy, 

the insurgents would be unable to collect 

money or mobilize armies. On the other hand, 

since 

the 

the 

country could easily be mobilised for a people's 

war 7 which a group of conspirators could organize. 

Such a war would be most cruel, even terrorist in 

character. It would be a war in which the sacr~ed 

end would justify all means, including a 

45. La~ueur, n.l, pp.131- 132. 
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'scorched - earth policy,' and the evacuation of 

large parts of the population to the mountains. 

A neo -Jacobin, Bianco 

necessity of a transitional 

emphasised 

period 

the 

of 

revolutionary terror; once a certain was 

liberated, the internal enemy, too, would have to 

be purged and even exterminated. It'was to be a 

war to the death. The prisoners were to be killed 

most of 

movement 

them. 

the time~ since in a war 

there waul~ be no facility 

of 

to 

constant 

detain 

46 Bianco J according to Walter Laqueur 1 

proposed a system of "democratic centt-al ism", fat-

the purpose of organizing the conspiracy and 

conducting the war. The state was to be divided 

into four major province every province, into five 

cantons, and each canton into ten sub-distt-icts. 

Elections wer~ to be held on regional basis but 

the leadership would be appointed. The centr-al 

46. ibid. pp.130 132. 
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junta would be responsible to the supreme 

commander and not to the nation, though during 

the war these leaders of guerrilla units ~JOUl d 

have maximum freedom of action. Size of these 

guerrilla units was to be kept small. Mobility 

was the essence of warfare, sudden 

surprise attacks followed by quick retreat. 

Gradually a people's war would evolve, involving 

active participations of women, children and the 

eldet""l y. In his work, Tt'attato, Bianco put 

forward some more new ideas. He suggested that 

Volunteers from foreign countries, join in the war 

of liberation. During the later stages of the war, 

flying columns be formed and eventually a t'egular 

arm~ may come into being. Being a realist he also 

suggested tacts like distribution of booty among 

the freedom to reinfot'ce patriotic 

fervour in them. 

It is one of the ironies of 

47 
according to Laqueur, · that Marx and Engels, who 

47. ibid. pp. 147 148. 
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showed little enthusiasm about the pt~ospects of 

guerrilla warfare, nevertheless became the idols 

of subsequent generations of guerrillas, whereas 

Johannes Most, the nineteenth-century German 

socialist who provided an elaborate strategy for 

conducting "urban guerrilla" warfare, has been 

ignored. Settled in the United States, he wrote 
. 

Science of Revolutionary Warfare in 1884 

published with -the subtitle: "A hand book of 

instruction regarding the use and manufacture of 

Nitroglycerine, Dynamite, Gun-Cotton, Fulminating 

Mercury, Bombs Arsons, Poisons etc." Modern 

explosives, he predicted, were to be the 

decisive factor in future social revolution; 

therefore revolutionaries of all countries ought 

to acquire them and learn how to use the~. 

Terrorist acts were to be cat~ried out by 

individuals, or at ~ost by small groups, so as 

not to endang~r the entire ot~gani:zation. Bombs 

were to be placed in public places so that the 

whole "reptile brood" was exterminated with the 

aid of science. Besides the rulers ,th~ nobility 

the minister's were all to be annihilated. 
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Murder~ 

killing 

as Most noted, was defined as willful 

of a human being. He also pioneered the 

idea of a letter bomb. Most's propaganda for 

_direct action was based on the assumption that 

more bombs would have to be and 

"reptiles" killed befot~e the enemy would collapse. 

He was also not interested in mass action for he 

felt that the army and police would always prevail 

jn a confrontation of this kind. Unlike other 

~ocialists, he thought that the development of 

modet~n science favoured the revo 1 uti onat~y 

terror~ist, pt~ovided the fruits of science were 

correctly applied in the pursuit of ~propaganda of 

the deed" i.e. terrorism. 

In practice, however, guerrilla 

continued to be waged along traditional 

wat~fat~e 

lines, 

althou(jh ~ome groups and individuals to 

make use of guerrilla or terrorist tactics for the 

pursuit of overtly political ends. The 

Macedon ian Revolutionary Ot~gan i za t ion <I.M.R.O> 

built an integt~ated mi 1 i tat'y and political 

Ot'gan i za t ion in its struggle against Turkish and 
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Bulgarian domination. The forerunnet' of later 

modern revolutionary groups was the Irish 

Republican Army <I.R.A) that politically inspired 

campaigns 

Ireland 

against the British authorities 

in the years 1916 and 1920. Of the 

in 

two 

another individuals who showed a thoroughly modern 

undet'stand ing 

potential 

anarchist 

of 

of political and socio 

insurgency, one was 

Nestor Makhno., who 

economic 

the Ukranian 

fought the 

Bolsheviks 

Civil War. 

during the last stages of the Russian 

The other was the Nicaraguan radical., 

Augusto Sandino, who waged a campaign against the 

Nicaraguan National Guards and U.S. Marine 

between 1927 and 1933. 

Allies 

The static nature of the First world war 

prevented much guerrilla warfare on the western 

front. It was a subsidiary theatre that offered 

scope for guerrilla activity. In the middle East 

T.E. Lawrejnce led a revolt of Arab tribesmen in a 

prolonged guerrilla action that claimed the lives 

of some 35,000 Turkish soldiers and t'esul ted in 

another 35.,000 captured or wounded; the guerrillas 
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finished the war in contr-ol of about 1000.000 

square miles a significant contribution to 

British vic tor-y in Palestine. Based on his 

experiences {T. E. Lawrence, made an original 

contribution to the development of guerrilla 

doctrine in the war years. His wot-ksSeven Pillars 

of Wisdom<1935) and Revolt in the Desert (1927> 

werE the first to clearly articulate principles of 

guerrilla warfat'e that t t'anscend~d the purely 

tactical.)It must however be pointed out that as 

a guerrilla leade~ he was not the equal of general 

Parl von Lettow Verbeck, who skillfully defended 

German East Africa against superior 

political forces for four years since 1914, until 

he surrendered hearing of Ger-many's defeat in 

Eut-ope. 

PNevertheless~Lawrence is known to be ~ 

the first in the twen~ieth century to believe that 

guet-ri 11 a wat'fare could prove to be an exact 

science, granted certain factors, and if pUt'SUed 

along cet'tain lines.) These factor-s an 

unassailable base, a t·egu 1 at~ of 1 imi ted 
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strength that has to control a wide territory and 

a sympathetic population The guerrillas, 

Lawrence argued, were to have speed and endurance 

and be independent of lines of supply. They· also 

needed the technical equipment to destroy or~ 

paralize the enemy's supply lines and 

communications: 

"In fifty wot~ds: gr~anted. mobility, security 
(in the form of denying targets to the 
enemy>, time, and doctrine <the idea to 
convert every subject to friendliness>, 
victory will rest with the insurgents, for 
the algebraical factors are in the end 
decisive, and against them perfections of 

d . . t t 1 . t . . .. 48 means, an ~p1r1 s rugg e qu1 e 1n va1n. 

Giving the most elegant and 

comprehensive definitions of guerrilla Warfare yet 

writteni Lawrence wrote: 

48. 

11 

we 

.• (taking] 

wished to 
practical account of the area 
deliver .• ~I began idly to 

calculate 
would the 

. how many squar~e 
Tur~ks defend all 

miles ••. 
that? 

And how 
doubt 

if we 
No 

by a trench line across the bottom, 

Lawr~ence , cited 
( 1957 > , Vo 1. X~ 

in Encyclopaedia 
p.950 

Britannica 
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but suppose came like an army with banners; 
we were (as we might be) an influence as 
idea., a thing intangible invulnerable, 
without front or back., drifting about like a 
gas? Armies were like plants immobile, firm 
footed, nourished through long stems to the 
head. We might be a vapour., blowing where we 
listed. Our kingdoms lay in each man's mind; 
and we wanted nothing material to live on, so 
we might offer nothing material to the 
killing. It seemed a regular soldier' might 

be helpless, without a target, owning only 
what he sat on, and subjugating only what, by 

. h. . f 1 ?>4 9 
order, he could poke 1s ~1 e at. · 

The enemy, again in tet~ms of Lawt~ence · s 

the!:. is, was to be encout~aged to stay in 

harmless place in the large~t members. Since 

range was to strategy than force, 

guerr~i lla tactics were t~ be 'tip and run'., 

'not pushes but strikes.· The smallest force 

being used to reach the farthest place in the 

quickest time. He also stressed the moral and 

pt~opaganda aspects of guerrilla 

we- had won a province when we 

civilians in it to die fot-· 

T.E. Lawrence Seven 

' 
(London, 1973), pp.193 202. 

out~ 

war. Thus, 

taught the 

ideal of 

Wisdom, 
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fre~om. · 
" 

Printing therfore was the 

greatest weapon in the armoury· of mordern 

commander. 

Lawrence succeeded on a modest scale. 

He understood that he had to go for the main 

weakne~ses of the enemy and that warfare had to be 

adapted to the local., human and geographical 

condition~. But his generalizations came to be of 

limited based as they were, only on his 

experiences. However the lack of competition and 

his image of a romantic figure., helped his 

theories gain a wide currency and appeal. 

During the Second World War guerr- i 11 a 

war-far-e came to be to a:. partisan 

warfare owing to the massive resistance movements 

that sprang u~ in the·German-occupied countries., 

giving a new lease to the life of guert-i lla 

In Holland., Belgium and· Norway this 

. r-esistance was 1 imi ted to the publication of 
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underground newspapers etc. and carrying out of 

isolated acts of sabotage. 

notably 

But in 

Albania., 

the other 

countries ' Bulgaria, 

Czechoslovakia, France, Greece, Italy, Poland, 

Russia and Yugoslavia the emphasis was more upon 

the creation of secret armies and .at one stage or 

another, th~ waging of guerrillas warfare. 

In tfleot'Y the most effective form of 

t'es is t ance was direct subversion. Varying 

widely, this could include use of explosives to 

destruction of enemy vital 

Subversion could include attack on 

installations. 

German troops-

depending upon the terrain. In Yugoslavia, large

scale battles wer~ fought but the partisan leader. 

Tito, was invariably able to withdraw the bulk of 

his forces from the seven. separate 

offensives launched against the partisans 

November' 1941 to Sept~mber 1944. In the 

German 

between 

Soviet 

Union the initial resistance developed from Soviet 

troops cut off by the speed of the German advance 

in 1941 rather than from any spontaneous local 

resistance to occupation, and the Soviet partisans 
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became an integral part of the army. Subversion 

might also imply insurrection though with limited 

success. 

Nevet~the 1 ess by 1945 the pattern of 

guerrilla warfare was well established. It was a 

form of struggle that could be protracted through 

the ability of the guerrillas to evade much larger 

numbers of regular troops committed against them 

provided that the terrain was difficult enough to 

impede the mobility of the regularS. By contrast 

with· regulars, 

lightly equipped 

the guerrillas would usually be 

and would enjoy greater local 

knowledge as well as greater mobility. To 

survive~ however the guerrillas would probably 

require at least th~ acquiescence of the local 

pop L\ 1 at ion . Where guerrilla war was ih any case 

of response to foreign invasion and occupation~ 

this degree of support was almost automatic. 

As well as being a resort of the weak, 

however, it had been increasingly recognised that 

guerrilla tactics might be employed in conjunction 
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with conventional operations~ with guert' i 11 as 

acting as auxiliaries to regular troops. This 

mode of guerrilla employment was likely to achieve 

greater success than isolated guerrilla activity 

since, in nearly all situations, guerrilla war 

could not succeed unless there was subst.ant i a 1 

external assistance or an external refuge from 

which guerrillas could operate. These basics had 

been accepted without becoming a structured 

theory of guerrill~ war. It was t.lowevet' becoming 

more than merely a tactical method. Some theorists 
~ ~ 

and practioners were already begining to grasp the 
A . . ' 

political implications of guerrilla struggle. 



CHAPTER 2 

PEOPLE'S WAR 
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In his writings'in the thirties., Mao 

blended the teachings of the past theot~ists 

including Clausewit~ and Sun Tzu together with his 

own experience against Chiang - Kai Shek and the 

invading armies and Marxist Leninist beliefs into 

a relatively coherent body of politico-military 

theory. It is this strategy for revolution that 

has become the basis of the writings of most 

contemporary revolutionary leaders f~om Vo Nguyen 

Giap to Che Guevara and Carlos Marighella. 

To Mao, the struggle consisted of a 

precise compound of psychological, economic, 

regular military and guerrilla measures This 

concept went beyond the definition of war~ given by 

Clausewitz, 
I, 

as the continuation .•• , of policy by 

other means·, and aimed, at nothing less than the 

total transformation of social and economic 

structures, not just of within China, but 
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throughout the world. In other words~ while an 

adherent of Clauzewitz aims to change the pol icy 

of another state, an adherent of Mao wishes to 

destroy imperialism, feudalism and bureaucratic 

capitalism. To achieve su~h aims~ the use of force 

indispensible. A t-evolution could not be 

peaceful because it was basic, to Marxis~ thought 

that no one relinquished power voluntarily. The 

use of force, however., was to be carefully 

measured and controlled, since an excess of 

violence could be harmful. Guerrilla warfare was 

to be considered within this context. 

Contrar-y to the writings of Chinese 

m i 1 itary theorist Sun -;Tzu~ 
upon 

who stressed speedy and 
1\ 

decisive offensive wat-fare., Mao propagated the 

idea of prot~~cted war. To him it was the sole 

means by which China could sur-vive and defeat 

Japanese aggt-ession. Such a protra~ted war was 

also a school for the masses as the predominently 

rural, peaseht society, was essentially 

conservative and parochial in outlook, the concept 

of protracted was necessary in to 
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mobilize papular support far the revolution. It 

of helped the creation of an effective army out 

the disordered elements who had survived the 'Long 

March' to the sanctuary of the Shensi and 

mountainous regions in 1934-35. In Mao's 

.words., " .... revolutionary war is an anti 

which not only eliminates the enemy's poison., 

also purges us of our own filth." 

other 

OWQ 

toxin 

but 

Protracted war was in itself a dynamic 

process whose very duration was the condition for 

the gradual emergence of an increasingly powerful 

communist political and military structure. The 

establishment of base areas was absolutely 

fundamental to this process. Only within such 

liberated areas could.the peasantry begin the 

military and political education, ensuring that 

they transcended the stage of being mere roving 

guerrilla bands. It was here that series of socio-

economic reforms could be introduced along 

making political propaganda. This concept of 

at~eas was perhaps a new element. Though the 

with 

base 

idea 

had been known and practiced before, Mao Tse-tLmg 
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put far greater emphasis on it. 

The tactics, Mao chose were those of 

guerrilla warfare, designed to make the most of an 

army of badly trained, badly equipped and 

parochially minded peasants~ "Guerrilla warfare," 

according to Mao~ 

"has qualities and objectives peculiar to 
itself. It is a weapon that a nation inferior 
in arms and military equipment may employ 
against a more powerful 
aggressor ... conditions terrain, climate and 
society in general offer obstacles to his 
progress and may be used to advantage by 
those who oppose him ••• to the purpose of 

' o- 1 
resisting and defeting the enemy." 

" 
ln 1930 he further wrote: 

1. 

"The tactics we derived from the struggle of 
the past three years are indeed different 
from any other tactics, ancient 
Chinese or foreign. With our 

or modern, 
tactics the 

masses can be aroused· for struggle on an ever 
broa~enin~ scale, and no enemy, however 
powerful can cope with us. Ours are 
guerrilla taciics mainly consist of the 
following points: Divide our forces to 
arouse the masses, concentrate our forces to 
deal with the enemy. The enemy advances, we 
retreat; the enemy camps, we harlass; the 

Mao Tse-tung, "Yu Chi Chan" in Mao 
and Che' Guevara Guerrilla Warfare 

' 1961 >, pp. 31-32. 

Tse-tung 
(London, 
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enemy tires. we attack; the enemy retreats, 
we pursue. To extend stable areas, employ the 
policy of advancing in waves; when pursued by 
a powerful enemy. employ the policy of 
circling around. Arouse the largest number o~ 
the masses in the shortest possible time and 
by the best possible methods. These tactics 
are just like casting a net; at any moment we 
should be able to cast it or draw it in. We 
cast ·it wide to win over the masses and draw 
it in to deal with the enemy." 2 

Pertainirig to tactics Mao drew heavily 
from Sun Tzu too, as he wrotein 1937, ~In 

guerrill~ warfare. select the tactic of 
see~ing to come from the east and attacking 
from the west; avoid the solid, attack the 
hollow, attack; withdraw: deliver a 
lightning blow. seek a lightening decision. 
When ·guerrillas engage a stronger enemy, they 
withdraw when he advances; harass him when he 
stops; strike him when he is weary; pursue 
him when he stops; strike him when he is 
weary; pursue him when he withdraws. In 
g~~rrilla strategy, the enemy's rear, flank, 

arid other vulnerable spots are his vital 

points, and there he must be harassed, 
attacked, dispersed exhausted and 
annihilated. Only in this way can guerrillas 
carry out th~ir mi~sion of independent 
guerrilla actions and coordination with the 

. 3 effort of the regular arm1.es." 

Mao Tse-tung, Selected 
<Peking.1967>. p.72. 

Mao,n'-1, pp.34-35. 

Mil i tat'Y Wt~i t ings 
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Though the essentially rural composition 

of Chinese society, and military and 

anthropological consequences of that fact, 

dictated a resot~t to a guerriLla mode of warfare, 

yet Mao's guerrilla doctrine was not purely a 

i-~esponse to the Chinese military 

~choing 

demands 

Sun Tzu Mao stated that the 

situation 

military 
) 

of guerrilla warfare were always 

inseparable from the political. He realized that 

guerrillas must be the people in fighting 

for thei t~ real economic and social interests, 

rather than just an autonomous armed organization 

claiming to have the people's interest at heart. 

Only if the guerrillas at all times and at all 

levels actually showed that they were fighting for 

people's interest would they be able to gain the 

necessary 

warfare 

popular support to sustain 

as a dynamic force that could 

guet~ri lla 

eventually 

attempt the seizure of state power. Only genuine 

and wid esp t~ead popular support could sustain a 

commitment to the horror of protracted war. It was 

necessary to maintain and expand the base areas 
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and produce enough recruits actually willing to 

join the Red Army. 

So the true people's army was to be seen 

as a logical extension of the most basic social 

and economic aspirations of the mass of the people 

and its e>:istence was only functional to the 

pursuance of popular political objectives. In this 

subot~d ina t ion to grass-roots,. political opinion 

e~-:pressed itself at the most basic levels. In 

1928 - Mao further drew up 'Three ruler and Eight 

remarks' to govern the guerrilla forces relations 

with the civilian popUlation. 

The Rules wet~e: 

1. All actions are subject to command. 

2. Do not steal from people. 

-::-
~·. Be neither selfish nor unjust. 

The Remarks were: 

1. Replace all doors when you leave a house. 

Roll up the bedding on which you slefpt. 
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3. Be courteous. 

4. Return what you borrow. 

5. Replace all what you break. 

6. Be honest in your transactions. 

7. Do not bathe in the presence of women. 

B. Do not without authority search those you 

. 4 
at~rest. 

According to Mao political 
" 

mobilization 

for . the War of Resistance was to cant inuous. fat~ 
) 

this, it had to be linked with the lifeof the 

soldiers and the people, to conditions 

indispensable to victory. This required class 

unity, for class conflict would only sapp the 

stt~ength of the revolutionary base. He concluded 

that the immediate task was of a military nature, 

and everything else would have to be tempor~ar~ i 1 y 

subot~d ina ted to that policy which came neat~est 

guaranteeing a military success. 

4. Mao Tse~tung, n.1, pp.66-67. 
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Therefore according to Mao, there was to 

be a steady attempt to include, as broad a 

spectr-um of rural society as possible into the 

revolutionary movement. Here, Mao gave the Marxist 

strategy a new twist by reversing orthodox Marxist 

practice. He relied on the peasantry the most 

backward section of the Chinese people instead of 

an ur-ban proletariat favoured by and his 

Russian disciples. 

Mao's was also that of 

substitution, in which a revolutionary 

recoganizing the paucity of its material 

movement, 

asststs, 

has to rearrange the elements of war or else give 

up. In this of situation the 

mater~ial ist - and deter-minist in Mao· was 

Mar~xist 

fot~ced 

to admit the virtue of voluntarism. Man's will 

can be made to supercede the material realities. 

The minds of men then become as important as the 

weapons they possess. A view of war-far-e which 

germinated in the daily pr-actice of battle 

becomes, on contemplation. a systematic theory of 
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war for machines~ space for technology~ political 

mobilization control of industry~ and 

propaganda for ammunition. 

Mao conceived of guerrilla forces as 

passing through a series of merging phases. He 

believed that a guerrilla army could not by itself 

actually defeat conventional army 

' 
"the concept that guet~ri lla warfat~e is an end 
in itself and that guerrilla activities can 
be divorced from those of the regular forces 
is incorrect. If we assume that g~errillas 

warfare does npt progress from beginning to 
end beydnd its elementary forms, we have 
failed to recognize the fact that guerrilla 
hostilities can~ under specific conditions, 
develop and assume orthodox characteristics. 
An opinion that admits the existence of 
guerrilla war, but isolates it, is one that 
does not progerly estimate the potentialities 

' ..J 
of such war" 

Thus the guerrillas were the only type 

of troo~s that an insurgent ~eople could put into 

the field in the first stages of their struggle. 

Though such troops would always form an important, 

and in numerical terms, predominant component of 

ibid. P.41, 
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the fighting forces. It was itself a means to 

survive and to win the time deemed essential to 

effect the revolutionary process as a whole. 

Time~ would be won by trading space but this did 

not imply a passive defence and would enable' the 

communists to build a determination among both the 

guerrillas and the population., upon whom the 

guer~ri lias wer~e entirely dependent. So the 

revolutionaries to be always ready to 

develop a proportion of their forces beyond the 

guerrilla stages and prepare them to meet the 

enemy in open battle~ To attain the objective of 

destroying the enemy one ought to 

slowly build up regular Mao discussed 

the r~equi rements of this process in these 

following words: 

"To transform guerrilla units 
guerrilla warfare into regular forces 

waging 
waging 

mobile warfare~ two conditions are necessary 

an increase in numbers~ and an improvement in 
quality. Apart from directly mobilizing the 
people to join the forces~ increased numbers 
can be attained by amalgamating small units., 
while better~ quality depends on steeling the 

fighters and improving their weapons in the 
course of the war ... To raise the quality of 
the ~uerrilla units it is imperative to raise 
their political and organizational level aMd 
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improve their equipment, military technique, 
tactics and discipline, so that they 
gradually pattern themselves on the regular 
forces and shed their guerrilla ways. 
Politically it is imperative to get both the 
commanders and the fighters to realise the 
necessity 
the level 
them to 
guarantee 
political 
i mpet~a t i ve 

of raising the guerrilla units to 
of the regular forces~ to encourage 
strive tow~rds this end, and to 

its attainment by means of 
work. Organizationally, it 
gradually to ful~ill all 

is 
the 

requirements of a regular formation 
following respects - military and 

in the 
political 

organs, staff and working methods, a 
supply system, a medical service etc. 

' 

regular 
In the 

matter of equipment, it is imperative to 
acquire better and more varied weapons and 
increase the supply of the necessary 
communications equipment. In the matter of 
militat~y techniques and tactics, it is 
imperative to raise the guerrilla uni~~ ~a 

the level required of a regul~r formation 
In the matter of discipline,it is impQrative 
to raisQ level so that uniform standards are 
observed, @Ver¥ order is executed without 
fail and all slackness is eliminated. To 
accomplish all these tasks requires a 
prolonged effort, an~ it cannot be done 
overnight; but that is the direction in which 

'• 6 we must develop. 
Such regular unit~ would be capable of 

fighting mobile Though it demanded 

6. Mao, n.2, pp.1B2 183. 
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troops to a much higher level than the 

ordinary guerrilla~ it nevertheless retained many 

of the basic characteristics~ particularly 

mobility arid flexibility, of all type of 

guerrilla warfare. 

This regularization demanded a 

level of organization and centralization. 

high 

Thus 

Mao always stressed the need for closest 

identification between the party and the army, and 

the aspirations of the masses. Echoing 

essential Clausewitz, 

relationship 

Mao emphasized 

between politics 

the 

and ·war, a 

relationship in whifh military operations must be 

subordinated to political direction. "War cannot 

for 

says 

All 

a single moment be sepat~ated from politics," 

Mao, "politics is wat~ without bloodshed." 7 · 

operations undet~taken by the revolut ionat~y 

forces, and particularly those in the military 

fieid, had to be designed, Mao argued, to meet 

distinctly political objectives. In this way he 

7. ibid. pp. 97 - 98. 
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stressed the fundamental importance of political 

control. 

For continuous political mobilisation, 

to make t~e guerrillas themselves more effective 

and to facilitate the transformation to regular 

warfare - and later on to provide central control 

to the army to make it an effective revolutionary 

body Mao emphasised the need for strict party 

~;:on t ro 1. This was pt~ec isely Mao.'s greatest 

political breakthrough and an unexpected 

application of Lenin's theory of vanguard party to 

the peasantr~y. 

Maoist 

theC)ry 

warfar-e 

phases 

8. 

Besides these basic features of the 

conception of guet~r i 11 a Maoist 

concluded that the pr-ocess of guerrilla 

would take place .in the context of 

of national war of liberation.
8 

The 

three 

first 

Mao, n.l, pp.lB- 20. ~ 
Mao, Selected Military Writings 
1967). 

<Peking, 
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phase - the preparatory phase has been variously 

described as that of 'strategic' defensive or even 

conspiracy·. The aim was to expand organization 

and to establish an infrastructure for the further 

development of the revolution. Cadres would be 

infiltrated into key positions and party 

recruited and trained to generate support for the 

revolutionary movement and to build up a momentum. 

Preparation would be both covert and lengthy; 

although 1 imi ted might be applied to 

intimidate and coerce the population before being 

directed more precisely at the institution of the 

opposing authority in order to create climate 

of dissent., civi~ disobedience and -'· 

· ''· ·,.economic unt~est. Popular support . would 't .. ncre.c~.:se-1 

't- oppo:neh1Sneutralized or eliminated., and authorities 

d isct~ed i ted. 

The careful political preparation of the 

first phase would give way at the appropriate time 

to the second phase of "strategic stalemate' or 

'equi 1 ibrium ·., in which there was deemed to be 

sufficient popular support~ sympathy at~ 
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acquiescence to allow the expansion of terrorism 

into guert~i lla warfare. Bases would be 

established, the tempo of recruitment increased 

·and regular units trained for future employment. 

widespread Minor guerrilla actions would become 

and a pattern would emerge in which revolutionary 

domination of a particular locality would result 

in the establishment of a revolutionary 

administration. This competition in government 

would demonstrate that the revolutionary movement 

was capable of providing an alternative and better 

administration than that of 

authorities., 

disheartened. 

who wou 1 d be furthet~ 

Finally, in the 

the existing 

weakened and 

phase of 

· stt-ateg ic offensive· or 'decis1on', the balance 

would have c leat-ly swung in favour of the 

revolutionary movement and the struggle would have 

assumed the characteristics of a people's war. 

Mobile warfare would now commence with the regular 

units being introduced in a neat~ -conventional 

conflict, although t-eta in ing some of the 
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characteristics o-f guerr i 11 as. The final phase 

would only occur after very careful deliberation 

and might nat actually be required at all if the 

earlier phases had been successful. 

The enemy base area was to be invaded 

and his farces eliminated. At that stage., the 

revolutionaries would be in a position to take 

aver power in the state and to put into effect 

their social reforms. 

Mao., like Lenin., conceived of 

revol~tionary politics as a series of accelerating 

struggles to wipe out th~ class enemy and create a 

totalitarian state resting on the dictatorship of 

the ·:._ -~-'-' ~ revolutionary vanguard. 

The end result of all this would be 

usurpation of political power and it is 

that Mao differed so much 

the 

this 

the 

theot~ists 

guert~i lla 

and pract it ionet~s of tt~ad it ional 

war. ·They had seen guerrillas as 

rept~esentat i ves of military desperation when the 
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regular army had been defeated, or was not 

local available. 

population, 

Then) the 

desperate 

elements of 

to fight the 

the 

rule of an 

oppressive or alien ruler, would use the skills at 

their disposal to wear the enemy 

preparatory to the reappearance of 

forces down 

army. 

They 

to 

never expected the small bands of partisans 

achieve victory on their own. What Mao did 

was to take these principles and mould them into a 

revolutionary process~ tying them to the political 

and ideological framework of a set of firm beliefs 

designed to replace those of the existing rulers 

of a state. Within this process the guerrillas 

had an 

bases 

wearing 

ruling 

integt~al par~t to play, pt~otecting, safe 

of revolution from attac.k and gradually 

down the conventional armed forces of the 

authot~ities. The aim was to 

fot~ces to themselves 

p r~otec t ion of cities, towns and 

communication, fat~ that would 

vulnerable, not only to continued 

cause 

thinly 

links 

leave 

such 

in 

of 

them 

guerrilla 

pressure but also to more conventional attatks by 

the regular units of revolution. 
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· :. Herein lies the strategy which 

broke so 
' 

conspicuously with previous communist 

thought the concept of surrounding the 

from countryside and thereby isolating the 

from the peasantry and from one another. 

cities 

enemy 

This 

countryside strategy reversed the sequence of the 

Bolshevik seizure of power in 1917 and enabled 

Mao to claim that he creatively applied Marxism-

Leninism to Chinese conditions. 

So once ~nder pressure~ the armed forces 

would 

attack 

find it difficult to respond~ being 

at both guerrilla and conventional 

and would quickly· because demoralized. 

under~ 

levels 

Their 

defeat in open battle would leave the central body 

of state government exposed and enable 

t'evo 1 uti on at~ i es to assume the reins of power. 

was a complex process dependent upon a nu~ber 

intangible 

political 

factor~s and an enormous. amount 

as well as military effort. But it 

the 

It 

of 

of 

did 

provide a new role for the guerrilla~ and once Mao 

had succeeded in China, an apparent 

campaigns elsewhere. The mat' ked 

'model 

feature 

fat' 

which 
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distinguishes Mao Tse-:-fung from so many other~ 

guerrilla leaders is the thorough - going way in 

which he systematically put the purely military 

considerations within the correct social ' 
economic and political contexts. As John Ellis 

puts it, "any fool can pick a gun and vanish into 

th~ jungle, mountains or whatever. The trick is to 

stay there, build' up the size of one's force~ get 

th~ enthusiastic suppot~t of the people, and 

eventually oneself take the offensive and 

ones' enemy. Very few guerrillas have succeeded 

in doing this Mao Tse-tung was one who did, 

because he realized that military activity, 

particularly revolutionary military activity, is a 

political ~ct.~ 9 

Through tremendous intellectual effort 

and realistic application, Mao could 

strategic formulae into actual victory. 

9. John £11 is, A Shot't Histot~y of 
Warfare (London, 1975>, p.169. 

tut'n his 
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10 Collier -

classic Western theorists of strategy, notably 

Jomini and Clausewitz addressed the problem of 

closing the gap between theory and its application 

Clause"'Ji tz stre.ssed keeping theory close to its 

empirical roots., "not letting the logic., language 

' and polemics of theoretical discourse break away 

from the untidy., multifarious reality of actual 

warfat~e"., Jomini while accepting this dichotomy, 

"had no hesitation in pushing theory towards its -

most abstract, simplified form." For him closing 

the gap between theor~y and practic~s was · the 

-_---,- ;:.:::_ -----,--. __ --'-, leader's problem. He wat~ned them 

true how ever scientific maxims of strategy might 

be., the key lay in their correct application." Mao 

in this respect was closer to -Jomini. Unlike 

Clau'$ewitz., who worried about the existence and 

nature of a true theory strategy Mao and Jomin i 's 

10. John Shy and T.W. Collier., "Revolutionary 
war" in Peter Paret, ed., Makers of Modern 
Strategy: From Machia:velli to Nucleat~ ~ 

<Oxford., 1986>, pp. 843-844. 
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concern, once theory was understood., was in 

applying it. "For Jomini strategy theory could 

be grasped by any intelligent person but only 

genius could apply it consistently," Mao too 

agreed so far., but "for Mao., genius was himself 

and others could not do bett~r than listen and 

follow where he led."ll 

Superficially, Mao looked .like an 
~ )) 

Asian Jomini-, Bot~ Shy and Collier found, 

~imila.r maxims. , . same deliberate compounding of 

analysis and prescriptio~., same didactive 

dt'i ve., the same invocation of the "genius" 

romanticized Napoleon for Jomini., and himself for 

Mao-who can tu~n strategic theory into victory. 12 

Mao went further and tried to explain 

how victory grew out of theory. To him there was 

no dichiotomy between theory and practice. 

11. ibid. p.843. 

12. ibid. p.844. 
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Unlike the western conception that 

assigns the main intellectual effort, 

leaving to practice such quite different qualities 

as courage, luck, and intuition, Mao assigned 

equal ot~ greater intellectual effort to the 

application of th~ory. 

With Mao's success in China, his theory 

became a model for campaigns elsewhere. Since the 

Maoist 

allowed 

theory of revolutionary guerrilla warfare 

even the most primitive of societies to 

of adopt a militant political stand a form 

military and political resistance it could prevail 

against a vastly superior enemy. As such it 

became a formula widely copied, after the success 

of the Chines Cofllmqnis·ts in 1949~ In Indo-China 

the works of two principal Vietnamese theorists of 

revolutionary war, Truong Chinhand Vo-Nguyen Giap 

were heavily based on Mao. 

The first to provide,a more 

systematic outline of Indo-Chinese 

doc tt~ i ne was Tt~uong Ch inh. ~Ct'etary 

or less, 

general of 
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the party in 1946-1947 and the chief spokesman of 

nee-revolutionary guerrilla warfare Truong 
' 

envisaged a protracted struggle as one 

Chinh 

of the 

opposing strengths prevailing over French military 

and technological strengths in the first Indo-

Chines war between the Vietnames and The French 

1946-1954. It was to be a war without 

carried out simultaneously by guerrilla~ militia 

and regular army units. "The people were the 

water; the people ' s army the fish; pat~tisans and 

small army units would disguise themselves as 

civilians and thus become "" ,.13 
in~riab le. 

Altering Mao ' s theory of a three phased 
\)., 

protracted wat~ Trang Chinh e~<tended the pt~ocess 

' A 

over four separate phases. In the f i t~st stage~ 

guerrilla warfare by tying down enemy forces would 

be of decisive imp6rtance. But with a major effort 

and good leadership it might be possible to ~~in 

the war during the second stage by using guerrilla 

13. Bernard B. Fall~ Truong Chinh 
1963)~ p.74. 

<New Yot'k, 
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and paramilitary forces with forces without a big 

regular army. Here again he alters the Maoist view 

of regularisation of guerrilla forces to bring the 

protracted war to a successful end. 

Food, money and· shelter could be 

commandeered from the villager~. It was. desirable 

to have the good will of the papulation but nat 

indispensible. This was contrary to Maoist 

which held popular support to be essential far the 

success of revolutionary endeavour. 

Gifap., another prominent Vietnamese guet'ri lla 

strategy theorist, did not basically differ from 

Mao·s~ people's war in ~ackward colonial countries 

is "essentially a ·peasant war under the leadet';=;hip 

of the wot'king class." According 

Giap meant the working class in 

to 

the 

14 Laqueur, 

abstt'act 

because there were hardly any working class cadres 

in the top echelons of the communist pol it ica.l 

military leadership. buerrilla warfare was 

especially at the outset of the struggle 

14. Walter Laqueur, Guerrrilla <London, 
pp •. 268-269. 

needed 

because 

1977) ' 
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it could be practiced in the mountains as well as 

in the Delta and could be practiced with mediocre 

as well as good material. 

Giap fully accepted the Maoist concept 

of prott~acted warfare. He wrote in his book., 

People's war, People's Ar~y: 

"All the conceptions born of impatience 
and aimed at obtaining speedy victory could 
only b~ gross errors. It was necessary to 
grasp firmly the strategy by long term 
resistance, and to exalt will to be self 
supporting in order to maintain and 
gradually augment our forces., while 
nibbling at and progressively destroying 
those of the enemy; it was. necessary to 
accumulate thousands of small victories to 
turn them into a greater success., thus 
gradually altering the balance of forces., 
in transforming our weakness into power and 

- f f f- 1. - t ''15 
carry1ng o 1na v1c ory. 

Thi~ protracted war was to be fbught in 

three stages. Giap - relabled Mao's ~hree stages 

of pr6tracted war and stated: 

15. 

'The general law of long 
war is usually to go through 

r~evo 1 uti onar~y 
three stages: 

defensive equilibrium and offensive 

V.N. Giap, People War, People's Army 
York, 1967), p.48 

<New 
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... [In the first stage] in the armed 

bases.. Self-defense groups [to fight in 
the last extremity only'] and armed self

defence groups ('to fight the enemy as soon 
as he arrives at the village'] were set up 

which swelled afterwards to local armed 

groups, or armed platoons freed or 
partially freed from production. 

These groups then became capable of 

mobile guerrilla operations which consisted of: 

"Concentration of to realise an 

overwhelming super~ i or~ i ty over the enemy 

where he is sufficiently exposed in ot~der 

to destroy his manpower~; in i .t i at i ve · 

suppleness, rapidity, surprise, suddenness 

in attack and retreat. As long as the 

strategic balance of forces remains 

disadvantageous, r~esolutely to muster 

troops to obtain absolute supet~iori ty in 

combat in a given place, and at a given 

time. To exhaust little by little by small 

victories the enemy forces and at the same 

time to maintain and increase In 

these conct~ete ·conditions it 
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absolutely necessary not to lose sight of 

the main objective of the fighting, that is 

the destruction of the enemy manpower·. 

Therefore losses must be avoided even at 

the cost of losing ground." 

Then the stbuggle gr~dually moves to the 

final stage: 

.. 

support 

This guerrilla warfare 
a for~m of 

developed 
p t'og r~ess i ve 1 y 
that daily 

in·to 
increased 

r~etain ing certain 

mobile 
in scale. 

characteristics 
While 

of 
guerrilla warfare~ it involved regular 
campaigns with greater attacks on fortified 
positions. Starting from small operations 
with the strength of a ~latoon or a company 
to annihilate a few men ..• our army went 
o~er, later, to work to 
combats with a battalion or 

more important 
regiments to 

or ·~everal enemy companies to 
pieces, finally coming to greater campaigns 
bringing ihto play regiments, _then many 
divisions to and in Dien Bien Phu-.

16 

cut one 

Giap placed less emphasis on mass 

and on the r~ole of conventional 

militat'y operations, being a notable exponent of 

'the bloody blow to break the opponent's will'. 

Consequently in pra~tice, Giap sought to achieve a 
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shortcut in the.protracted struggle by moving too 

early into the third phase in his war against the 

french in Red River Delta in 1950-51 land 

against the United States forces and their South 

Vietnamese allies in the Tet offensive of 1968. On 

both occasions Giap suffered heavy military 

defeat~ although this did Mot prevent his ultimate 
· ~ esinblishme.nt 

victory. of liberated popular bases was also 

" 
accot~ded the highest priority. He also 

with Mao that political activities 

important than opet~a t ions and that 

fighting was less impot~tant than propaganda~ 

especially at an eat~ly stage: "Underground 

operating 'cadt~e teams~ undet~gt~aund mi 1 i tar~i zed 

teams~ armed shock teams and local groups 

and platoons g ;--adua 11 y appeat~ed. The most 

appropriate principle for activities was 

propaganda, political activities were more 

i mpot~tan t th~n military netivities, and fighting 

less i mpot~tan t than pt~opaganda ... Once the 

political basis were consolidated and developed we 

one step further to the consolidat1on 

and development of the semi -ar~med · and 
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forces. 

Then as one 
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base became relatively 

secure., the guerrillas could move forward to a 

kind of 'beehive' growth. At all times political 

activity was seen as a vital component of the 

guerrilla's task. Giap's chief extension to the 

theory of guerrilla warfare sought to render Mao's 

doctri8es more useful in dealing with revolutions 

against colonial powet'S that were essentially 

democratic in th~ metropole., rather than against 

invading armies Ot' an indigenous force Ot' 

government. Giap sensed some crucial political 

and psychological shortcomings that weaken 

democratic system involved in prott'acted, 

inconclusive military operation. Based on a 

correct analysis of American weaknesses., Giap 

generalised that public opinio~ in a democratic 

state will not easily accept senseless bloodshed 

or escalating military budgets without clear cut 

purpose or the prospect of genuine victory. In 

the end., says Giap, "democt'acy and politics are 

forced to compromise than take the 

17. ibid., p.79. 
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unpopular course of sustaining a semi -per~manen t 

anti-guerrilla war". So Vo Nguyen Giap 

emphasised the mobilization of international 

opinion 

Vietnam 

pub 1 ic 

in support of revolution. The 

e 
was thus a struggle to influnce 

"' 
opinion the policies 

American government. 

wat""· in 

American 

of the 

With th~ profound global shifts in the 

post second World War balance of power~ guerrilla 
i 

warfare received a galvanic fresh impetus. 

historical forces according to Chailand 18 helped 

sh.ape guerrilla warfare in the contemporat~y 

pet' iod: . The first was the emer~gence on a 

national scale of the participation of peasants 

in armed struggle. A vanguard organization leads 

the struggle, and elicits a spirit of self-

sacrifice, discipline, and cohesion thr~ough its 

·mob i 1 i :z:atot'Y ideology. ' Such ·an organization 

I 

18. Gerard Chailand, ed, Guerrilla StrateQies: 
An Histot'ical Anthology ft~om the Long Mar~ch 

to Afghan i stan ( Ca 1 i f o t~n i a , 1 98 2 ) , p p . B-9 . 
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tends to ensure that it enjoys substantial support 

among the population by a process of education 

/politicisation and selective use of terror. The 

second major influence was that of the Second 

Wor~ld War. 
0.. 

Jap~ese and attempts at 

securing world hegemony broke the international 

equilibrium and opened the way for the many 

guerrilla campaigns. 

Thirdly Europea~ colonial po~ers could 

no longer resist the rising tides of nationalism 

in both Asia and Africa .. The breaking of 

'colonial yoke' did not inaugurate a new era of 

peace and stability, for there were many 

contenders for dominance in the newly established 

states. Radicals fought conservatives, national 

minot'i ties pursued sepat~at ist policies and. 

conflicts frequently took the form of guer~illa or 

quasi- guerrilla base. Many of them were inspired 

by Maoist example, though ~ith mixed results. 
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Accat~ding 
19 to Nigel De Lee, though Mao 

believed that his basic principles of struggle 

could be applied to all levels of conflict in all 

par·ts of the world~ he applied his doctrine by 

supporting national liberation in the third world. 

According to Mao, the developed industrial 

countt~ies corresponded to the cities, dependant 

fat~ their survival on the ruthless and unjust 

exploitation of the surrounqing countryside. The 

third world countries, pri~ary producers of food 

and raw materials, resembled the countryside and 

could, led by Socialists and anti-imperialist 

guerrillas, blockade and bring down the developed 

C'ountt~ies. The guerrillas could not be defeated 

by the chosen weapons of the developed powers-

nuclear~ missiles. These freedom fightes wet~e 

bound to succeed in the lon~ run, imposing a new 

wot~ld founded on international social 

justice. It seemeq a convincing and attractive 

case, 

19. 

particularly to those nationalists in many 

Nigel De Lee, "Southeast Asia: 
Mao Tse- tung" in John Pimlot~, 
Warfare (New.York,1985) 7 p.4B. 

The impact of 
ed.

7 
Guer~t~illa 
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Third World states who were fighting for thei t~ 

freedom against imperial powers or the appo:.ren t 1 y 

pro-imperialists government left behind after 

decolonization. 

In Malaya (1948-1960)' fat~ 

example., having already fought the Japanese., the 

communist went to war again in 1948 and it took 

the British eight.years to defeat them. Here, 

too., 20 the colonial authority had been weakened by 

Japanese occupations. But 

i nsut'gen ts operated within a 

and the British were able to 

with suppot't of the Malaya 

feudal class in general. 
' 

the mainly Chinese 

bi-ethnic society, 

quell this rebellion 

muslims and the 

In the Philippines., which had been an 

American colony until 1946, the Huk communist 

forces fighting the Japanese since 1942., decided 

to t'esume the armed struggle, even thOLtyh the 

United States had gt'anted them a potentially 

20. Chailand, n.18., p.19. 
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immobilising independence. The struggle was 

initially successful (1948-50) but it remained 

regionally circumscribed (regionalism lS endemic 

to the Phi 1 ipp ines). Isolated and on the 

defensive, the movement crumbled under the blows 

which of re-organised counter-insurgency, 

promised amnesty to defectot~s and mollified 

the-population by offering agrarian reforms. 21 

These 

that 

two majot~ fail ut-~es in Asia 

revealed Mao's of t~evolut ionary 

warfare, within which guerrilias tactics played an 

integral pat~t, 

applicable. This 

was by 

has not 

the pattet~n affected the 

no rnea~s 

altered the 

universally 

fact that 

way in which people 

have 

and 

responded to the challenges of nationalism 

it was enough to alter the role of guerrilla 

in the hi~tory of warfare-it now ca~e to be known 

as 'People's Wat~' _ 

This was reflected in the emerging 

21. ibid. ,pp.19-20. 
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years 

especially dut~ing the 

of de-colonization - in Algeria 
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turbulent 

( 1954-62)., 

Angola (1962-74)., Rhodesia <1972-1980) and Dhofar 

region of Oman (1965-1975> It was in 

particularly that the Maoist influence 

Africa 

became 

in case of Amilcar Cabral, who led evident., 

Partido Africano Independencia de Guine' e 

the 

Cabo 

Verde <P.A.I.G.E.) movemen~ against Portuguese 

authorities in Guinea Bissau between 1956-1973. 

In the Ami lcat~ Cab t'a l one 

sees the traces of Marxist Leninist and Maoist 

influence. Like Mao,he agreed to the necessity of 

an at~med struggle. Violence was important for 

national liberation, but he was not en~aged. in the 

fetishization of violence. Simi lat'ly, his stress 

was on economic development and mobilisation of 

peasantry. Giving political party an important 

to play in the struggle, such a 

o t' g an i sed .:;, c c c • • , cl '- r 1 0 to t he Len i n i s t p r i n c i p I e s o f 

centralism and collective I eadet-sh i p. 

All important decisions taken by 

himself. Towards the end, Cabt-al came tc1 a 
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conclusion that social and national liberation 

were not fat~ e~<pat~t. There was a need for 

conducting policy and warfare according to 

varying local and national conditions. 

widely 

Another~ African e:-:ponent of guerrilla 

warfat~e, although without any actual e~<perience of 

it, was the first post -indepehdence head of state 

in Ghana, Kwame Nk.rumah. In his book of Handbook 

of Revoiut ionat~y wat~f.:u~e, on the basis of 

diagrams, he 

'primitiv!? 

explained 

impet~ial ism'. 

that colonialism was 

'Fascism was · e~<treme 

capitalism' that revolutionary warfare was the key 

to African freedom, and that a new African nation 

ought to be established within the continental 

His 

of 

b luept~i nt envisaged the 

establishment an All Aft~ ican 

Revolutionary Army <A.A.P.R.A.> under the 

·of All African Peoples Revolutionary 

main enemy being new neo-colonialism. 

Peoples 

command 

In 

the 

this 

context he borrowed heavily f~-om Mao,the idea of 

liberated zones. 
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Due to lack of practical experience of 

guert~i 11 a warfare the military sections of his 

book were not original according to 
?-:> 

Laqueur,~..,__ 

Borrowing heavily from Mao, Castro and others 

the resultant mi :-:ture was a vague theory 

applicable to all or none. His logical preterisions 

to have established an original system 

'Nkrumahism· dismayed the communists too~ though 

they appreciated his attempt to apply Mar>: i st-

Leninst ideas to Also, there 

differences on matters of substance, for example, 

neocolonialism was fat~ Nkrumah 'collective 

itf!perialism, · whereas the communist always 

emphasised the contt~ad ict ions between various 

imperialist powers. 

Furthet~ afield, the Indonesian 

nationalist, Abdul Harris Nasution produced his 

on Fundamentals of 

Guerrilla Warfare, largely independent of Maoist 

""'-.,.. 
thought,but according to Walter Laqueur ~~ still 

Laqueur, n.14, pp.367-368. 

23. ibid., p.367-369. 
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bearing striking resemblance to Mao's thought ~ith 

politics left out. As a precondition of success 

in guerrilla warfare~ according to Nasution~ the 

guerrilla's roots lie in the people. The countet~ 

guerrilla had to try to sever the guerrilla from 

this base~ not only by military ope~ations but by 

politico-psychological and socio-economic 

actions. He was the limitations of 

guerrilla warfare too. "How 

setbacks and how great the amount of 

and difficulty that befell us 

the role of the guerrilla too 

because 

'74 
long."~ 

the 

confusion 

we played 

To him~ 

the guet~ri lla - mania <the lack of discipline, 

planning~ the belief that every one could fight as 

he wished) was the most dangerous enemy of the 

guerrilla movement. Like Mao~ Nasution accepted 

the general fact that wat~fare alone 

could not ensure victory; - hopefully it weakened 

the enemy by draining his resources. Final victory 

must be achieved by a in a 

conventional war~. 

24. A.H.Nasution, n.23~ p.73. 
25. i b i d • , p . 1 7-
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A concept based on rural action was thus 

increasingly less relevant even in many parts of 

the Third Wot~ 1 d because of the growth of 

urbanisation. A clear example of the changes that 

would be forced upon the modern guerrilla 

accot~d ing to 
'76 

Ian Beckett~~ was the failure of the 

so called 'foco theory of guerrilla warfare 

which was developed in Latin America in the early 

1960s as an alte0native model for rural revolution 

by an Argentinian Ernest.o Che the 

consp i t~a tori a 1 and peasant aspects of whose 

theories were exaggerated to an absurd degree by 

French Mar>~ i st. , Reg is in his book 

Revolution ~n the Revolution. 27 

The 'foco' theory was based upon the 

success of a relatively small group of 

revolutionaries initially just eighty one 

26. Ian Beckett, "Guet~t~iila Wat~fare: Insut~gency 

and Countet~-Insurgency since 1945" :1n C. 

M~ Innes and G. D. Sheffield~ eds. Warfare ·.).n 
the Twentieth Centut~y (London, 1988, p. 201 
202. 

27. Robert Moss, Urban Guerrilla: The New Face of 
Political Violence <London, 1q72>, p.146. 
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strong~ soon reduced to twenty two effectives - in 

topping the Batists regime in Cuba between 1956-

59 It is noted by obserf.vers that to a great 

extent Field Castro's victory against Batista was 

for~tu i taus. Batista's regime was hopelessly 

corrupt~ unpopu 1 at~~ and inefficient, the Cuban 

army to lose a war in which it 

apparently suffered only·t~o hundred dead in three 

years. Moreover~ Batista also lost support of the 

united States through his 

r~ecord. 

lamentable human rights 

From this success of castt~oist 

r~evo lut ion against a regime r~ipe for defeat, 

Debray and Gueva~a evolved a model for revol~tion 

which they believed could be rept~oduced as a 

matter of course thrbughout Latin America, if 

the entire Third World. 

not 

The essence, the fundamental lessons of 

the Cuban t~evo l uti on as Guevat~a saw it~ are 

presented in hi~ book."La Guerra de Guert~i llas 

(1959> These lessons are: 
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1 • Popu l at~ forces could win a war against the 

It wa.s not necessary to wait until all 

conditions for making revolution existd the 

insurrection could create them. 

' ._. .. In the underdeveloped America, the 

countt~yside was the basic area for 

fighting. 

These statements summed up both 

Guevar~a 's voluntarism and his view of the 

as an agrarian rebel. According to 

Guevar~a since the bourgeoisie 

t r~ i ed to keep themselves in power without using 

stensibie violence., 
/ 

the revolutionaries had to 

compel them to remove their mask., to expose them 

in their real Gestalt as a violent dictatorship of 

the classes., intensifying the 

r~evo 1 uti onar~y str~ugg l e. In other a 

demo c t~ at i c a 1 l y elected constitutional government 

had to be compelled by provocative guerr~ i 11 a 

attacks into using its inher~ently dicta to tr i.a l 
·' . 
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the elitist thesis that 

28 to Robert Moss, 

revolution could 
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developed 

be built 

from the apex down rather than base upward. 

He regarded armed insurrection not as 

the final crowning phase of the political struggle 

but 

at 

that the armed conflict would trigger off, or 

least give decisive impetus, to the political 

campaign. Though the guerrilla must be a social 

according to Guevara the revolutionary 

spirit was somehow taken for granted and so 

the support by the people. Debray maintained 

a s·uccessful military opet~ation was the 

propaganda · Expressing his contempt for all 

forms of political agitation, Debray 

was 

that 

best 

the 

said 

that military operations were the best propaganda 

and there was ho need for party based political 

mobilization. The guerrilla force itself was the 

party 'in embt~yo. In contt~ast to Mao, who stressed 

the ot~gan i za t ion of parallel political and 

28. Moss, n.28, p.147. 
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and the primacy of the 

political, Guevar·a and Debt~ay ar·gued that the 

guerrillas themselves were a ~evolutionary fusion 

of political and military authority. Instead of 

the vanguard party creating a popular army, it 

would be fat~ the popu 1 at~ ar~my to create the 

political vangua0d 29 Deb r·ay based himself on 

Castro) who declared on one ocassion, "Who will 

make the revolution in Latin America? The people 

the revolutionaries, with or without a 
30 

par~ty." 

According to Rubert Moss, Debray contradicted the 

Leninist principle that revolution i~ impossibile 

without a vanguard party which must retain control 

over the combat organization; he forgot the basic 

rule of all guerrilla warfare that, a guerrilla 

f ightet· was a political partisan as much as a 

solider and that he battled with his mind and his 

real battle is fat~ minds. · 31 
Guevat~a too 

29. Regis Debray, Revolution in Revolution <New 
Yo r~ k , 1 9 6 7 ) p p • 1 0 4- 1 0 6 • 

30. F.Castro, cited in Laqueur, n.14, p.331. 

31. Moss, n.28, p.147. 
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that the guerrilla was to triumph because of his 

moral superiority over the enemy and because to 

the mass support he enjoyed; being inferior to the 

army in firepower was of no great consequence. 

Guevara, like Mao regarded guerr~ i 1 1 a 

operations as the initial phase of the 

guerr i 11-a at~my 

develop until it 

r~egular army. 

would systemat:i,cally grow and 

acquired the characteristics of a 

The aim was victory, annihilation 

of the enemy. This could be achieved only 'by a 

regular army, even though its origin lay in a 

guet~ri lla band. 

Like 1 eadet~s, Guev<:_:u~a-

Debray also assumed that the ~eople cduld defeat 

a regular army; but the novelty was in the concept 

that 'thirty to fifty dedicated revolutionaries 

were sufficient to launch an armed struggle in any 

Latin American country·. Deb t~ay further~ limited 

the size t6 just ten to p t~ofess i anal 

t'evolutionaries who would pyave the way, pt~eparing 

the masses, an idea ~imilar to what 8lanqui 
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to say a hundred years ago the only difference 

being that the revolutionaries did not want to 

seize power for themselves nor did they aim at a 

lightening Guevara at~gued that the 

foco (insurrectional focus) could polarize society 

and guarantee revolutiohary success~ In arguing so 

elitist a view~ Guevara ovet~tur-·ned basic 

t-evolut ionary 

_The strategic concept of Guevara Debt~ay 

was contrary to mast militant co~munists as w~ll. 

~~ 

According to Laqueur,~~ Trotskyites and Maoists 

belittled revolutionary spontaneity and discounted 

the self-defense units of the wot~kers and 

peasants_, while Debray thought that the peasant 

syndicates struggle was essentially defensive in 

char-acter, and did not pim at seizing political 

32. Regis Debray~ Strateov Revolution 
<London,1973), pp.46-47. 

33. Laqueur, n.14, pp.331-332. 
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Amer~ i ca. 

Secure bases for guerrillas 

model were 
) 

Accat~d ing to 

not suitable 

Debre.y, Latin 
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as Chinese 

far~ Latin 

American 

'foe i · the centre of insurrection, had to be 

of military character rather than territorial. By 

itself a 'foco· could not ov~rthrow the system, it 

was merely a detonator plant~d in the mast exposed 

enemy position, timed 'to produce an e~<plosion at 

the moment of choice. Latin American guerrillas 

would not sut~vi ve the early stages of armed 

struggl~ if they were to engage in static defense, 

so they would have to car~ry their foci with 

themselves. Establishing territorial foci at the 

beginning of the struggle was not to be a 

st't~a teg i c 

~4 Moss,-

mechanistic 

aim. In other words 

swimg ovet~ to 

·~ view that 

according to 

the coldly 

a 

force without a political base, neither explaining 

its motive nat~ protecting its peasant 

sympathizer~ ·s, could develop sufficent militat~y 

power tb topple a government. 

34. Moss, no.28, p.147 
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Castro and Guevat~a believed in 

absolute supremacy of the armed struggle. 

the 

After 

the Cuban experience, they maintained that the 

would have to i ncot~pora te many Latin 

Amet~ican countries~ since the chances of success 

existed almost everywhere if only there was enough 

t~evo 1 uti onat~y enthusiasm. Also in 

pressures of the imperiali~t 

view of the 

it 

would be difficult to defeat the enemy and stay in 

power in a single country. 

Yet again, this 

conflict with Marxist 

Cubans insi~ted ~ that 

'foco' strategy came 

-Leninist beliefs. 

in 

The 

the t~ura 1 to be 

the mairi battlefields. They reasoned that the 

couri t t~ys ide was favoLn~ab le from military 

point of view due to its inaccessibility and also 

the becaLis.e 

peasantt~y 

untapped. 

guerrilla 

the revolutionary potential 

that had hitherto been 

Given the 

movement 

Cuban 

could 

e:-:amp le, an 

not develop 

of 

virtually 

ut~b an 

into a 
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revolutionary force capable of seizing power. It 

was~ according to Guevara and Debray, at best an 

instrument for agitation~ a tool for~ political 
"?" c:-

maneuDvers~ a means for political negotiation • ..J~ 

The city, as Fidel put it, was the "grave of the 

guet~t~i lla". He reasoned that in the towns, lack 

of single command and centralized leadership would 

force guerrillas to disperse and this would weaken 

the insurgents. War~ would be a revolutionary 

partisan one, supported and gr~dually joined by 

the peasants Debray favoured waging war in the 

countryside, a war which would be expanded to the 

small cites and in the end, be car~t' i ed to the 

metropolitan cities - ~lso because, the city can 

bourgeoisify the pt'oletariat and the mountains 

proletat~ianizes the 
. ~6 

bout~geois. "- According to 

37 
Moss., Debray·s view of guet~t' i 11 a warfare 

35. Spe~ch at the University of H~vana, cited 

Laqueur, Guerrillas (London 1977) p.333. 

36. Debray, n.30, p.26. 

37. Moss. n.2B~ p.147. 

in 
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reflected an unreasoning lust for action and a 

b-ourgeois radical view of 'sierra' describing 

the cities as incubators were no 

important political struggle could take place. 

In this book G~errilla Warfare Guevara 

mainly concerned with the minutiae of 

tactics. He emphasised the subjective 

the importance of rebel motivation and 

disciplined conduct the civilian 

populations. The guerrilla fighter~ as a per-son 

a role as the vanguard of the 

people",he observed, " must a mora~ conduct that 

shows him to be a true priest of the refor-m to 

which he aspires". 38 He also emphasised the 

importance of hatred in sustaining 

a long campaign - the need to 'burn all emotional 

boats. ' 

Guevar-a emphasised the Maoist principle 

of 

38. 

st~ 
thr-ee·-struggle though 

(\ 
~"'i th 

Guev·ar~a, 

( Har-monds~...,ot~ th, 

Guert~ i 11 a 

1969),p.45. 

a d if fet~ence. 
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First~ the nomadic stage or that of tactical 

defense, lasting for the first s i >~ months, when 

the small guerrilla force, always on the move, 

would be hunted by superior enemy forces. During 

the second stage~ 

the 

"little by little as the peasants 
come to recognize the invincibility of 
guerrilla and long dura~ion of the 
struggle~ they began responding and 
joining our army as fighters. From, 

that moment on~ not only they join our 
ranks but they provided supportive 
action. After that the guerrilla army 
was strongly entrenched in the 
countryside. This is what we call 
"dr~essing the guerri I las in palm 
leaves"... This was "a period of 
consolidation for our army---It was 

charatterised by deadlock~ 

unable to attack the enemy's 

we wet~e 

fot~t if ied 

and relatively easily defend~d positions 
while they did not advance on us!C9 

And in the thit~d stage: "We then 

beehive effect. One of the leaders~ 

outstanding fightet~, jumps off 

anothet~ and t~epeats the chain 

39. Che Guevat~a, Rem i n~iscences of the Cuban 
War, < Hat'mondswot'th ~ 1969) , pp. 185 

1 86' 1 88.:_ •,• ~i<j{-

have 

an 

to 

of 
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development of guerrilla warfare - subject, of 

course., to central command ... The final stage 1S 

with the inundation of the repressive 

which leads to the seizure of the great cities, 

the great decisive battles., and the 

annihilation of the 
4CJ 

adversat~y. " -

For the collapse of the incumbent 

total 

army 

two basic str~tagems existed - one was the ambush., 

the other according to Guevara was that "it was 
J 

easy ..• to attack enemy columns on the march. We 

realised the advantages of firing upon the head of 

the colu~ns and of trying to kill the leading men., 

immobilizing the rest of them. ·we continued this 

pt~actice unti 1: it became an established system., so 

efficient that the soldier~s stopped coming to 

Sierra Maestr~a and even refuse to be part of the 

advance guat~d. " 41 After the troops had 

·to venture intd rebel territory they simply sat 

40. J. Gerassi, ed • ., Venceremos: The Speeches and 
Wt~ it i ngs of Che · Guevat~a, 

pp.389 90. 

4 1 - i b i d • p - 1 35-

<London, 1972) • 
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tight in their blockhouses in the populated areas. 

These the guerrillas reduced by assault. But 

according John Ellis, the fact remains that no 

enemy retaining the least amount of central 

coordination or respect for authority could have 

d f t t . 42 
been e eated by such ac 1cs. 

The critical period~ as Guevara saw it~ 

.was the vet'y early one and he posited three 

pr~econd it ions for~ the guert~i lla · s survival 

constant mobility ' constant vigilance, and 

constant distrust. It is at the first stage that 

Guevara and Deb ray depart from that of Mao and 

Giap. According to latter the f i r~st phase of 

was to be that of political 

mobilisation, the lengthy painstaking process of 

t'ecruiting· and or~gan i zing popular and 

building a dedicated and disciplined revolutionary 

cardre at the village l~vel. Dur~ i ng this first 

phase, only the most limited and selective use of 

violence was to be permissible. Overt mi 1 i t.:u~y 

42. J. Ell is, A Shor~t Histo_cy of Guet~r~i lla Wat~fare 

(London, 1975) ,p.187. 
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action was better avoided altogether because it 

r-isked awakening the government to its peril and 

brought t~ep ress ion down on an unready 

t~evo 1 uti onary organization. But no such "first 

phase preparation had taken place in Cuba. The 

Cuban vat~iant was that of 'focoism'., that ·is, "a 

small force, by using violence, 

could mobilize much more popular support instead 

of political mobiliztion leading eventually to 

violence that tt~ansfot~ms the political situation". 

"Awakened and excited by foco attacks 
angered and encourag~d by the brutality 

and ineptitude of govern~ental response, 

alienated if the government seeks help 

from a foreign power, people will be 
mobilized for revolution in 
which violence 

4~ catalyst." -
itself 

.a pt~ocess in 

is the 

Tht~ough experience it soon became 

evident that focoism, however plausible was not 

effective, and t~esults from revolut ionat~y point 

43. J. Shy and T.W. Colliet~, "Revolutionary Wat~", 

in ed., Makers 

Stt~ateg_y:_ (0:-:fot'd, 1986), p. 850. 
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of view, disastrous. It e:<posed the 

revolutionary movement at its weak c· moment to a 

counter attack, as happened crushing 

Bolivia. 

accot~d ing 

neglected 

The 

to 

mast set~iaus flaw of facaism 

J. Shy and Colli et~ was that it 

the reciprocal nature of the orthodox 

first long 

work 

phase of revolutionary war, the 

of paliticai preparation not ahly organized 

the peasantry and proletariat~ but also taught the 

revolutionary activists, about the people, 

villages, the attitudes and grievances, even 

the 

the 

physical terrain an which ~evolutionary war was to 

be based. Sheer ignorance of local conditions 

a major part in failure ·Of facoism in played 

othet~ Latin Amet~ican coLtntt~ ies, especially 

Bolivia. Guevara's boldly asserted that,:· "It was 

not necessar-y to wait tili all conditions fat~ 

making revolution exist, insurrection can ct~eate 

them", mentioMed is another text as "the 

i nsut~rec t i onat~y nuc 1 eLls can create them. " 44 
This 

idea of insurrectionary nucleus was taken up by 

44. Gerassi, ed., n.41, p.375. 
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Regis Deb ray and expanded into a guerTi lla 

strategy - the core of which was that of foco. the 

guerrilla force itself, that remained apart from 

the peopie and concentrated on offensive mil i tat~y 

activity: 

"By restricting itself to the task of 
protecting civilians or passive self 
defense, the guerrilla unit ceases to 
be vanguard of the people as a whole and 
deprives itself of a national 
perspective. By going over to the 

counter -attack, on the other hand, it 
catalyses the people's energy and 
transforms the "foco· into a pole of 

,, 45 
attraction for the whole country. 

Debray's emphasis upon the initial pri-

macy of autonomous military action, not linked to 

organizations within the people at large, accat~d-

ing to Ellis, was fraught 46 with dan get-s. Unlike 

Mao and Giap, says Moss, 47 Debt·-ay stood 

coldly mechanised view th_at a 

45. R. Deb ray, F:evolut ion in the Revo 1 uti on-:-· 

<Harmondsworth, 1968), p.45. 

46. E 11 is., n. 43, p. 188. 

47. Moss, n.2B., p.147. 
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without a political base, neither explaining its 

motives nor protecting its peasants sympath i zet-·s, 

could develop sufficient military power to 

a government. A successful guerrilla force 

not 

lead 

'-.-~ --- assume that popular 

to mass support for armed 

discontent 

opet~a t ions. 

topple 

could 

would 

popular base had. to be there at all stages of 

The 

the 

guerrilla struggle. Without it, and opposed by a 

merely average incumbent army, the guet:'Ti llas 

faced con~tant pursuit, encirclement and annihila-

tion. himself died in Bolivia, 

d i scovet~ i ng the fallacies inherent in his 

wh i 1st 

theory 

of 'nucle~r· r~volution. 

was a 

Foco pt~aved attractive, through 

emphasis on lengthy preparation, but 

its 

it 

manifest fa i li....we in Colombia < 1961), 

Guatemala and Ecuador (1962) and Peru (1963) the 

greatest failure of all being in Bolivia in 1966-

67. 

of land 

Bolivia 

t~efot~m 

had actually enjoyed a measure 

in the fifties, sufficient to 
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dept~ive any 'foco' of even that minimum level of 

The discontent required bY Debray and 

too, was not suitable for hard 

mobile warfare Also Guevara's band of 

hitting 

twenty 

seven men and women of assorted, nationalities 

none of whom spoke the native language of local 

Indian of Nancahuazu region, where the foco was 

I aunched, wet'e 

The Bolivian 

~egarded as aliens by the na~ives. 

communist party did not agreeto- c--

Guevara's emphasis on military control of revolu--

tion, nor was there any attempt to mobilize the 

tin mining community. Having spent much 

of its time lost in the jungle between 

1966 October 1967, tHe guerrilla 

wrapped and eliminated by The Bolivian 

trained by the United States. 

So it became apparent that the 

fat~ the failure of foco stt'ategy lay 

str-ategy itself. It was founded on an 

Novembet' 

foco was 

Rangers 

t~easons 

in the 

ert~aneous 

image of the Cuban revolution. According to Robert 

Moss, the heady t'oman t i c ism of middle class 

intellectuals who hopped to find the cei-~tainty and 
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conviction that was lacking 1n their city lives 

48 among an unknown peasantry. Castro and The Cuban 

leadership forced upon Latin American revolution-

aries a partial view of Cuban struggle that was 

represented as comprehensive and applicable to the 

continental mainland. To an audience all too 

willing to be convinced, Ernesto Guevara and his 

book provided ~ call to action, ~nd a do it 
, 

yourself guide to the would be insurgents ~hat wa$ 

gathered from th~ three fundamental lessons of The 

Cuban Wat~. 

It was compounded with a kind of 

t~evolutionat~y machismo: the desire to prove one-

self a man by running the 'gaunlet of hunger and 

armed combat. Instead the many guet~t~ i 11 as got 

bogged down by petty bickerings. 

Finally accot~d i ng to 

C 1 u t tet~buc k, 49 guerrilla operations 

48. Moss, n.28, p.158. 

49. Cl uttet~buc k, 

Guerrilla (London, 1973) 

Pt~atest 

p.167. 

Richard 

failed in 

and Ut~ban 
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Latin America in the s i :<ties because the 

guerrillas, like Guevara failed to organise 

adequate pop~lar support. Guevara turned his back 

on the basic Leninist tactics and the concepts of 

Mao Tse-tung's protracted warfare, and set out 

conclusions supported by evidence from the Cuban 

struggle. An un c t~ i t i cal acceptance of these 

conclusions compounded the t~evolut ionary 's 

problems. A concept that in reality had nevet~ 

in Cuba, had no chance of success in the 

totally different cbnditions of the Latin American 
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The discr-editing of foco was 

t-espons i b 1 e for the development in Latin Amer-- icc. 

of the theory and practice of urban guerr-i lie 

warfare. Although Fidel Castro had described urbar 

as 'graveyards of revolutionaries·, 

nevertheless in the late sixties there was a drift 

back to the towns on the part of defeated t-ura 1 

insur-gents. The insurgents were leaving behind 

Guevar-a· s ideas- of rural insurgency as Latin 

America became increasingly urban. In the mid 

sixties Latin American population became more than 

fif;i'ty percent urban. Moreover this urbanization 

was not the result of industrialization but due td 

population 

countryside. 

e>~plosion and flight 

As a result it was marked 
,J 

fr-om the 

by high 

unemployment, high inflation and concentration of 

a· propot-tion of a r-e 1 at i ve 1 y young 

popLt 1 at ion in slums and shanties-the miser-y 

belts. A wide sense of deprivation appeared ready 

for- exp 1 o itat ion. 

Moreover by now urban 
' 

ter-r-or- had 

attempted in other guerrilla campaigns such 

been 

as 
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those of Ethniki Organosis Kypria"'ou Agoniston 

<E.O.t<.A>. against the British authorities in 

Cyprus between 1955 and 1959. The Fronte de 

Liberation Nationale <F.L.N.> against the French 

in Algeria between 1954 1962 and the Fuerzas 

Armadas de Lit;Jeracion Nacional <F.A.L.N. > in 

Venezuela between 1962 - 1965. 

A conset'Va t i Ve nationalist, the 

military leader of E.O.K.A. George Grivas <1898 

1974> wrote an account of his campaign as a primer 

for governments faced with communist 

insurgency. Contrary to the classics of guerrilla 

warfare, Cypt'US gave proof that a handful of 

I 

combatants, from si >~ties to two hundt'ed, with 

nevet' more than a hundred automatic weapons and 

five hundred to six hundred shotguns between them 

could sustain a fight against several divisions of 

Bt~itish sold iet's fat' fout~ yeat's and eventually 

oust 

1 • 

1 them. 

Genet'al 

St t-uggl e 

Gt'i vas, 

<London, 

Guerrilla Warfare 
1964), p.73. 

Eoka's 



Like Guevat~a 

' 
Gt~i vas believed that 

independent military action by guerr~ i 1 1 as alone 

could 

Maoist 

succeed without the necessity of forging 

conventional at~my- On the basis of 

a 

his 

experience, Grivas wrote that leadership was more 

important than terrain. His use of t et~rot~, by 

letter and parcel bomb, ambush and e~<ecut ion' 

squad, and stress on youth~ul participation all 

were ideally suit~d for imitation by later urban 

guerrillas. But unlike Guevara, he did not neglect 

ei thet' careful preparation before the opening of 

his campaign or cultivation of popular support. 

Inspite of the unsuccessful res~lts of 

urban action for guerrilla movements by the 

in Algeria between 1954 and 1962, and in 

Venezuela between 1962 and 1965, that could set~ve 

of its inherent dangers, urban guert~ i 11 a 

warfare gained considerable popularity. 

The si>:ties wet~e mat-ked by ascendancy 

of youth in the West. It was becomi:~g widely 

th t~ough politicized and t~adical ised 
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disillusionment with the u.s. involvement in 

Vietnam, cult and black radicalism in 

the United States. Other alternatives to violence 

also appeared unlikely to succeed in yiew of u.s. 

intervention in Dominican Republic (1965) and its 

involvement in the overthrow of Salvador Allende's 

radical socialist govet~nment in Chile' < 1973). 

Thus the t~ecasting of i nsut~gency 

concepts .came at a time when American and West 

European societies were receptive to dissent and 

fresh ideas. According to Peter 

'? 
Reed,- in the course of the sixties political 

philosophers the New Left taught the 

bout~geon i ng student population of Western 

societies that 
9 

the youth was the instrument of 

revo 1 uti onar~y change in an inc t~eas i ng 1 y 

matet~ial istic society. Reich, Adorno, 

Venegim and wet~e just ·some of the mot~e 

Petet~ Reed, "Latin Amet~ica: The move to the 

cities", 
Warf at~e 

in John 
(New Yot~k, 

Pim1ott, ed., 
1985), pp.119-

Guet~t~ i 11 a 

120. 
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influential who convinced a rising 

generation of radical students that the society in 

which they lived was as much an instrument of 

class opp t~ess ion as it ever had been~ and that 

society had deliberately set about drawing the 

fangs of protest and change by presenting its 

member~s with. a new set of worldly goods in place 

of fer~vaut~, commitment and .spiritua~ values. The 

New Left believed that the old Jewish concept, 

that the individual was obliged to try to leave 

society bet tet~ than he found it., was dead, 

t t~a·mp led to death in the stampede for consumer~ 

goods, automobiles and package holidays Mat~cuse 

and o-thet~s of similar persuasion believed that man 

in the western cap.italist society was every bit as 

ens l e~.ved as his counterpart in the Soviet b 1 DC.· 

Rejecting both Western capitalism and Soviet-style 

communism, the New Left taught that established 

au that~ i ty sought to and manipulate 

individuals and to enforce their confot~mi ty and 

that it did so by alienating man from evet~yth i ng 

that was t'eal, as a t~esult, man is t~educed 

ciphPr conditioned - J 
to accept an ot~dained 

to a 

role 
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accommodating him within the system. Marcuse and 

the New Left were convinced that the most 

privileged elements within society were 1n reality 

the most opt~essed, the it' pt~ i vi 1 ege and 

awat'eness of fortunate status being the 

instt~uments of guilt and enslavement. The state 

maintained a dominant class intet'est 

violence., sometimes mental and psychological and 

on othet~ occasions physical. This 

institutionalised violence an the of the 

state was justification for the use of violence 

against 
~ 

it.~ This point of view was also 

by Franz Fanon, one of the major cult figures of 

the s i :-~ties. A psychologist Mar' t in i que, 

Fan on provided a new ideology on the 

role of violence. Violence as he saw it, was a 

cleansing fot~ce man his 

in'ferio,..ity camp J fiX, his despait~. In action it 

made him fearless and restored self - resp~ct and 

united him with the society. Violence alone, 

violence committed by the people, violence 

3 . i b i d . ., p . 1 2(). 
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organised and educated by the leader, makes it 

possible for the masses to undet'stand social 
4 

truths and gives the key to them. 

The idealised ' ennobling and 

cleansing form' of revolutionary violence pt~eached 

by radical authors such as Marcuse and Franz Fanon 

contributed to the emergence of u~b~n guerrilla and 

gt'oups. The theory of 

wat'fare itself found expression in the writings 

new theot' is ts. 

= 
The first, 

. .J 
but accord1ng Laqueur, al·::;o 

the least known advocates, of the 

Abt'aham Guilleh~ an anarcho Spanish 

origin, who settled in Uruguay after spending many 

years in Argentina. He maintained that in highly 

urbanised c6untries revolutionary battles ought to 

4. 

= -'• 

Franz Fanon, The Wretched 
<London, 1967>, p. 64. 

of Ear~th 

Laqueut~, 

346. 

Guerrilla <London, 1977>, pp.344 

of 
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be waged in the urban areas~ without e:<c lud ing 

coopet'at ion with the m i 1 i z i as~ 11 for the 

revo 1 uti onat'Y potential is, where the population 

... 6 
IS • To endure the struggle, the small armed 

minority would have to lead a consistently. 

clandestine e>~ i stence with the support of the 

population. Their basic principle should be to 

1 ive sepat'a tel y and fight together. 

guerrillas should use light arms, but machine guns 

and b~zookas would have to be employed as to give 

them the advantages enjoyed by a highly mobile 

infantry. They should not try to seize large 

objectives but concentrate on small successive 

actions. As a result, the police have to cede 

especially at night: "If at night the 

city belongs to the guerrilla and, in part, to the 

police by day, then in the end the ~ar will be won 

by who ever endures 7 longest." 

6. A. Guillen, cited in 
Philosophy of Ut~ban 

1973) F'.236. 

7. ibid, p.241 

Donald C. Hodges, 
Guet~t~ i 11 a <New 

ed. , 
Yor~k ~ 
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Guillen attributed a leading role in the 

revolutionary process to the studerits. He was one 

of the few Latin America guerrilla strategists to 

gave them first place 

forces. The support 

in the list of revolutionary 

of eighty perc.ent of 

to Guillen. 

the 

If population was needed, according 

they received such support the guet~ri 11 as could 

win the war even though imperialism held an 

overall superiority of a thousand to one; for at a 

given place and time guer~illas could be 

to the enemy in numbers and firepower by five to 

one. Guillen agr~eed with the Guevara Debr~ay 

thesis about the role of the vanguard. 

Guillen had considerable influence on 

the Uruguay Movimienta de Libet~atian 

<M.L.N - the Tupamaros> movement led by 

National 

students. 

Tupamaros ,according to Guillen 9 were the first to 

operate in the 'cement jungles' of a capitalist 

met r~op a 1 i s. They believed in the power~ of a 

determined band of guerrillas to create conditions 

for revolution like Guevara and Debray. But as the 

movement evolved and the Tupamat~os saw the 
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possibility of increasing their following among 

the t t~ade unions they began to talk .more of 

political goals: like those of nationalization, 

worker's control in factories, student control in 

universities and redistribution of land. 

Guillen was by no meafis an unct~itical 

of the Tupa~aros. Analys~ng the success 

and failures of movement of national lib~ration in 

an at~ticle entitled "Urban Guerrilla 8 Strategy", 

Guillen summarised! 

1 

8. 

To avoid encirclement and annihilation 

through house to house searches, the 

guet~r i 11 as could best survive by not 

establishing fixed urban bases but by living 

apart and fighting together. 

A b t" a h am G u i 1 1 en , " U r b an G u e t~ t~ i l 1 a 
in Ger~at·~d Cha i 1 and, ed. , 

St t~a tegy" 

Guet~t~i lla 

Stt~ategies: An Histot~ical Antholoqv ft~om Long 

Mat~ch to Afghanistan <Cali fot~nia, 1982), 

pp.317-323. 
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Mobility and security: to retain the it~ 

mobility and a high margin of security they 

must spre~d out among a favorable population. 

Guerrillas who fight together and d i spet'sed 

throughout a great city co7uld not be eas i 1 y 

detected by the police. When dragnets are 

app 1 ied to one ne i ghbc:it~haod Ot' zone, 

guerrillas without a fixed base can shift to 

another neighbourhood. Such mobility is 

precluded by reliance on rented houses at~ 

hide-outs in the homes of sympathizers. 

According to Guillen, urban guerrillas, who 

develop a heavy infracture in many r-ented 

houses commit not only a military error, but 

also an economic and logistic one. A 

heavy reat-guat-d requires 1 at'ge ·budget i r. 

which economic and fin~ncial motives tend to 

overshadow political considerations. Lc-.ckiny 

enough houses, the guerrillas tend to ungrade 

to positions of command, those ~~illing to 

lend their own. This open the g u e t' ~-~ 1 l l 2 to 
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bourgi!'oisie tendency ... By relying for 

not on ~ people in arms, but on people of 

property, the urban guerrilla warfare would 

become a business of armed minority nevet~ 

succeeding in mass mobilisation. 

' 4. Logical infrastructures: In case fixed fronts 

11:::" 
.J. 

become indispensible, these fronts must be 

commanded by the. ~uerrillas themseives q.nd 

known only to a 'few who work there to avoid 

d i scovet~y by repressive forces. Fat~ 

the mc;tnufactured in legal 

establishments ought to be assembled in 

workshops of the guerrillas. Guillen 

also added that if urban guerrillas 

continuously disappeared and reappeared among 

the population of a great city, then they 

would lack the political per·quisi tes 

making a revolution., cr~eat ing the 

condition of a social ct~ises thr~ough the 

bt'eakdo~ln of "law and ot~det~". 

and In 
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revolutionary war any guerrilla action ought 

to be meaningful and convincing by itself. 

Guillen was opposed to senseless violence. It 

was far better to create a mc\rtyrs and 

thereby attract mass sympathy than to lose or~ 

neutr~al ise popul at~ by senseless 

killing without an evident political goal. To 

be 

act 

victorious in a peoples· war, one had to 

in conformity with ·the interests, 

sentiments and will of the people. A military 

victory is was worthle~s if it failed to be 

politically convincing. In a country 

death penalty hadbeen abolished it was self

most 

at~my 

defeating to condemn to death even the 

hated enemies of the people. A popular 

that was not a symbol of justite., equality, 

and security could not win popular 

support in the str~ggle against a dehumanized 

tyt-anny. Hence, he was opposed to the 

Tupamar~os "pt~isons of the people", opposed to 

i nd isc t~iminate execution of hostages and to 

the use of violence against 

There seemed a little point in 

subot~d inates. 

defeating the 
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despotism only to erect another in its place. 

Delegated commands: Guillen was opposed to 

the cult of leadership and he complained 

about its ideological shortcomings. In a 

guert'i 11 a organization~ the leaders 

in actual revolutionary stt'uggles, 

emerged 

elected 

because of thei t-· capacity, responsibility, 

political combativeness, 

under'stand ing 

initiative, 

and deeds t'a thet' than words. 

The command, too was to be delegated. The 

responsibility of subordinates was to discuss 

in advance each opet'a t i.on and to make 

recommendations etc. But once the discussion 

was ovet', the 

responsibi l·ity 

If 

supreme 

fat'· the 

it made a 

command 

outcome 

mistake engagement. 

judgement, resulting in a defeat, 

have to r~es i gn. 

Strategies, tactics and politics: 

tactics adopted successful 

assumed 

of 

in 

it 

If 

but 

an 

its 

would 

the 

the 

corresponding strategy and politics mistaken, 
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the guerrillas could not win. Had a 

succession of tactical victories encouraged a 

strategical objective that was impossible to 

attain~ their great victory could culminate 

in an even greater strategical defeat. 

Another advocate of this urban gu.rrilla 

warfare strategy; that is~ a strategy based on the 

recognition of the fact that the political 

economic center of power lay in the 

gr~eat conur~ba t ion, that it could and should be 

attacke9 there~ not from the periphery; was Carlos 

Marighella who came close to playing role of a 

revolutionary of a real intellectual 

stature. His main theoretical is the 

Minimanual of the Urban Guer~rilla. Radical by 

Ot' ien tat ion, Mar' i g he 1 1 a sput'ned, bourgeois 

ideology and ~lectoral illusions of the 

and Communist fell into an opposite 

of an unreasoning faith in the efficacy of 

. l v 9 Vl.O ence . Although he did not favour tactics 

advocated by Debray~ he did agree that 

action in itself, detached from a popular movement 

9. Robert Moss, Urban Guerrilla (London,:l972) ,p.l95. 



and unt~elated to the social situation the 

country, could the conditions for-· 

t~evo 1 u t ion. Hence his writings failed to touch 

upon political goals, and political agitations. 

Marighella gave a chilling technical 

definition of the' u~ban guerrilla. He wrote that 

"the urban guerrilla's reason for existence, the 

basic condition in which he acts and survives is 

10 to shoot" . For him the terrorist was above all, 

a man with a gun, i.e., a light automatic rifle -

easy to carry and manu~acture as well. 

Marighella's aproach was one of 

p t'OVOC at iOn , compelling the enemy to 

the political si'tuation into a military one." 

Echoing Guevara~ he assumed that in t~e process, 

the government would alienate large sections of 

the population, particularly the intelligentsia 

10 ibid. 
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and the clergy~ Foreign powers would have to be 

called for help and this would add to the 

popularity of the insurgents· 

t t~ i gget~ i ng an internal crisis in the regime. But 

Unlike the Cuban revolutionaries the fundamental 

objective for Marighella was to shake the basis 

upon which the system rested, whe~e the economic 

political an-d mi 1 i tary powet~ was concentrated in 

the cities. 

In Marighella's scheme, a great freedom 

of action was left to the small units. They 

to decide whether to launch an attack, without the 

t~efer~ence of the high command. E}~pressing views 

similar to Guillen·, Marighella wrote that through 

delegated command these were per~fectly entitled 

not just to assassinate commanders of security 

forces but ~lso low r-·anking "agents". 

The str~ugg l e wculd proceed on 

f r~an ts: the guerrilla front the mass 
' 

front, and 

Sl.tppot~t network. Ideally, all these fronts aught 

to be equally effective, but Marighella 



that the revolutionary movement was 

develop unevenly. So he insisted 

bound 

that 

to 

the 

constantly 

scortched 

expanding guerrilla front carry out 

earth policy to create alarm among 

oppressive rulers 

missions 

rank and 

In 

and 

the revolutionary organisation 

bperations were to be 

posit ion .. Only those 

pt~ized, 

pt~epat~ed 

participate actively in the struggle and bear 

the 

only 

not 

to 

the 

sacrifices had the right to be leaders. No complex 

change of command, no political commissars or 

supervisors were to be set up. Strategic command 

and regi6nal coordination ~roups would direct the 

~ilitary organisation. The regional command in 

Marighella's scheme just like 

not to be allowed permanent 

in Guillen's 

·contact with the 

mob.i le units. No one was to know and 

everybody. Like many othet~ guet't~ i 1 1 a leader·~s 

before him, Marighella pressed the importance of 

training. He undet~ 1 i ned the per~sona l qualities 

needed for an e:-:amp 1 e, 

initative, unlimited patience and fot-t i tude in 
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adver~s i ty. 

The basic unit in the 'urban 

army was "the fir~ing group", consisting of four 

to five people led by the best shot amongst them. 

A "firing team" canst i tuted two such group 

operating separately, though this could lead to 

techniques Motorization was 

absolutely essential in the lbgistics ·Of 

The advantages for the urban 

guerrilla were: surprise attack, better 

knbwledge of terrain, greater mobility and speed 

and a better infor~mat ion network. Though 

Mat~ighella, accor~d i ng 
11 to Moss, · conceded that the 

urban ~~>Jas at a cieat~ disadvantage in 

many ways, the only hope of success was to keep up 

a constant attack as defensive act ion meant 

~eath. Basic tactics always employed the "hit and 

principle to attack and to get away. Attacks 

11. ibid p.196 
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to be launched from all directions~ in an 

endless series of unforseenable operation, thereby 

preventing the enemy concentrating his 

apparatus of repression. Contact and decisive 

battles always had to be avoided. Amongst other 

techniques of guerrilla warfare~ like ambushes, 

occupations of schools., factor,ies, radio stations, 

the ~ost popular form of action was bank raids. 

"We have made them a kind of entrance exam fat~ 

apprent'icesh ip in the technique of revolut ionat~y 

war," 12 noted Marighella .. 

The list of assignments 

accot~d ing to Mat~ i ghe.l 1 a included tasks like 

defending popt.,tL3t~ demonstt~at ions, l ibet~at ing 

p r i sonet~s, seizing weapons f t~om bat~t~acks, 

e>~ecu t i ng agents of the government, kidnapping 

policemen., keeping in mind that public opinion 

favours su~h action. Transport could be s.abotaged, 

ail pipelines cut~ food stocks systematically 

depleted. Spreading baseless rumors was a part of 

12. Carlos Marighela, 
Libet~atian of Bt~azil_ 

"Minimanual", 

Landon 1971 ),p. 81 ' . 
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their job and so was handing over information to 

foreign 

t~ights 

embassies., 

committees 

the United 

and othet~ such 

Nations., 

bodies. 

human 

Bombs 

could be used, disregarding the fact 

human life~ 

that they 

destroyed 

So, the fundamental objective was to 

pose a threat to the urban industrial triangle so 

that security forces be placed on the defensive 

and tied up in penny packets in their attempt to 

track down a thoroughly fragmented organisation 

and 

that 

to stand guard over the multitude of targets 

the modern city presented to terror~ i sts 

determined to ovet'th r'ow the system. Othet~ 

tactical goals Were: Demoralising the 

or~der, by selective tet't'ot~ i sam 

demons t r~a t i ng their~ incapacity to 

guer~t' i 11 as down. 

fot'ces 

and 

track 

of 

by 

the 

Planning to set an example that would 

win new recruits and persuade the people that the 

gover~nmen t was vulnerable to attack .and unable 

even to protect its friends. 
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For Marighella~ urban terrorism was only 

1"1. 
one element in a boadet~ He outlined 

" 
three phases for revolutionary warfare in 

start.ing with the formation of and the 

collection of supplies~ pass1ng through the stage 

of guerrilla operations and culmina.ting W·ith a. wat~ 

of movement in 

encircle the towns. 

According 

which the count t~ys ide 

l:C: 
to Walter Laqueur, -

would 

the end of his treatise,Marighella reflected on 

the political outcome of urban guerrilla war too. 

He wrote that the people would blame the 

government and not the terrorists for the vat~ i ous 

calamities that befell them. HP hoped that in th,e 

chaos by the ut-·ban g u e t~ t- 1 l l as 

democ t~at i c institutions including l e g i s l a. t u t- e :::; 

elections and political would be 

discredited. The future society would be built by 

those who participated in the struggle, an at~med 

alliance of workers, peasa.nts a.nd students with 

13. Laqueur, n.6~ p.349. 
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sup pot~ t 

of great i mpor~tance keeping in view the 

of communication with the mass of the 

people. 

But, 14 
writes Robert Moss, the cards did 

not always fall Marighella's way. On the one hand, 

increased r~ep ress ion failed to ar-ouse a broad 

based militant opposition to the regime. It 

alienated liberal opinion and important sectors of 

the middle class too. On the one hand it 
J 

also 

provided the regime with the pretext for 
/ 

sweeping 

curbs on personal liberties and limited the 

options for a opposition without 

increasing the chances of a revolution from below. 

In theor~urban terror was only one element in a 

bt~oadet~ strategy .but,~the view of 

15 M - h 11· t d Laqueur, ar1g e a was no prepare to wait in 

vain for the rural guerrilla 'foci' to emerge. So 

gr-eat was his preoccupation with his spectacular-· 

14. Moss, n. 11 p. 209 

15. Laqueur, n.6, pp.349-350 
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exploits in the towns thet he had no time left to 

promote insurgency in the countryside. 

Nevertheless Mat~ighella 's fanatical 

dedication 

pervading 

followet'S 

to the cause~ and the burning fet'vour 

all his writings attracted many young 

willing to engage in suicidal 

opet~a t ions. 

At the initial stages~ urban g Lle t~ t' i· 1 1 a 

warfare proved to be an astounding success. The 

slums of the big cities and even the upper class 

t~es i dent i a 1 areas provided far better cover fat' 

operations than the countryside. It was easier to 

get money and weapons in the city than in 

countryside, and to collect information about 

targets for attack. Urban guerrilla 

the 

the 

was 

not limited to Latin America alone~ it reached far 

beyond to the United States, Canada and even to 

some 

guer-t' ill a 

backwat'd 

warfare 

countr~ies. If the old style 

tactics had been applicable only to 

countr~ i es~ the new guet't' i 1 1 a 

seemed to offer immense possibilities to 
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almost 

including 

-~ 
-- 1- every country in the wot~ 1 d, 

the most developed ones. Nevertheless 

the stat~t ling success of the 

again followed by grave setbacks and in some 

cases, by total collapse. Unable at first to cope 

with this new danger, the forces of ot~der were 

learning quickly. 

Though urban guerrillas would get 

publicity in a day than rural ones in yeat~ ~ as 

far as media were concerned, their exploits 

far more newsworthy, but with repetition, interest 

diminished. They had to think of new inevitably 

sensational ~nd even bizzare exploits, yet thet~e 

was a limit to human imagination, and in any case 

publicity could not in the long t--un t~ep 1 ace an 

ovet~a 11 policy. It was one things to appeat~ as 

the speat~head of _a national movement against a 

hated fot~eignet~; it was anothet~ and an infinitely 

difficult task to compete with other native 

political parties in the struggle for power. 

Marighella himself attempted to paral~se 
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Brazil by concentrating attacks in the three main 

cities of Rio de Janeit~o, Sao Paulo and Bela 

Horizonte before his death in 1969. Largely devoid 
? 

of any wider political strategy and, like many 

other urban guerrilla groups that emerged in the 

late si :-:ties and ear~ly seventies, Mat~ighella 's 

Ascao Libe~tadora Na~ional <A.L.N) movement soon 

degene~ated into unbridl~d violence, regardless of 

the apparent likehood of popular support. 

As a result, a degree of popular welcome 

givQn at least at the initial stages to the 

countet~ terrorist pol~cies adopted in many Latin 

Amet~ican states in the face of the challenge of 

'urban guerrilla warfare. Consequently~ democracy 

was sacrificed and institutionalized countet~-

by the state ensured that few, if any, of 

the ut~ban guet~t~i llas SLn~vi ved to e:-:p loi t the 

situation they had brought about. 

The shift from rural guerrilla wat~f at~e 

to operations in the city was by no means limited 

to Latin America. There had been many 
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wars taking place in West Asia and North Africa 

in the post-war period from Algeria to Kut~d is tan, 

from Southern Sudan to Dhofar in Southern Arabia. 

But only the Palestinians in their 

against the state of Israel developed a or 

less coherent str~ateg ic doctrine the Fatah 

doctr~ine. 

Since it was skeptical of the Ar~ab 

gover~nmen t 's adherence to conventional war~fare, 

this strategy favout~ed violence for~ its 

therapeutic effect, inculcating courage, purifying 

the individual, and forg~ng a t . 16 
na 1on. 

insurrection was to be prepared from outside 

The 

the 

bor~ders of the state. Palestinian At-·ab doctr~ine 

frequently r~efer·r·ed to the for~mation of "a 

r~evolut ionar~y vanguar~d, " to "r~evo 1 uti on 

explosion~" to var~ious stages in the stt~uggle fat~ 

liberation, It envisaged a number of small battles 

to wear~ down the Israeli army. The ~IOU 1 d 

constantly, have to deploy strong forces against 

16. Y. Har~a·bi, Fedayeen Action and Arab Strategy 
(London 1968) p.14 
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the fedayeen. The financial burden would become 

intolerable., investment would cease, 

immigration would be discouraged, and there would 

be growing political polarization within Isr·ael. 

The rise ih casualties would create a climate of 

confusion and fear, "the gt'ievance community" 

would widen and eventually the Israelis would be 

hdb ·t·17 crus e y 1. • 

the Palestinian "Fatah" doctt'ine 

was inspired by the urban experience, it failed to 

create a united and independent national movement 

of Arab states. One major' success that this 

doctrine could claim was that it s i mu 1 jft~neous l )' 

returned to the Palestinians the it~ sense of 

national identity and showed the world that the 

Palestinian questibn lay at the core of the 

Israeli conflict. 18 

17. Hisham Sharabi, Palestine Guerrilla: 
Credibility and lif.!_?ctiveness (Ber-uit 
p.36 

Ar-ab 

1970; 

18. G. Chailand, ed. Stt-_ateg1es 

< Ca 1 i fot'n i a, 1992) , p. 25. 
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On the whole, once again the process of 

urban guerrilla warfare, was difficult to put into 

effect~ Targets in the cities may have been easier 

to find and initially to hit but they elicited the 

sort of response that, as Castro had predicted in 

the early sixties, the city in many cases 

the ' g t--a vey a rd of the revolutionaries' 

resources. It was an another blind 19 alley. 

The deep sense of ft~ustrat ion 

became 

and 

which 

r~sulted must be seen as one of the root causes of 

the spread of as an alternative 

technique. In the late sixties,the rural guerrilla 

gave way to urban terrorism in many parts of the 

world. In most cases in Latih America and in West 

be. Asia ter~orism has~ome a substitute for classical 

opet~at ions. In the industt~ial i zed 

count t~ i es, such as United States, Canada, 

Germ~ny and Italy, it has been a futile attempt to 

destabilize the state and sensitise public 

opinion, to some real or assumed oppression. 

19. John Pimlott, ed., n. 3 p. 189 
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Terrorism was by no means a novel 

development. It could be detected in the distant 

past. Urban terrorism, as such had been a tactic 

of political persuasion for centuries and found a 

place 

Ian 

in most guerrilla wt~i t ings. 

'/(") 
Beckett,-- the zealot sect of 

According 

the 

active in Palestine in the first century A.D. 

to 

and 

the Muslim Assassins sect of the eleventh-

thirteenth centuries were clearly highly organized 

tet~rot~ is t group. In the nineteenth century 

Johannes Most vehemently pt~ovided an 

elaborate for conducting terrot~ism 

through his emphasis on the systematic. use of 

terrot~ by a small group of activt$ts utilizing the 

most modern ~echnology available in the pursuit 6f 

'ropaganda of the deed'. 

Bakunin, a Russian ~narchist, also 

advocated terro~ist violence perpetuated by secret 

20. 

cells. His too was 

I an Be c: k e t t , " G u e r- r~ i l l a War~ f a r~ e and C 0 I N " 

Mcinnes and Sheffield, eds., Wat~fare in 
Twentieth_ CentL.!._Ct~ <London, 1988) P. 205 

of 

in 
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"pt~opaganda by action," as the only way 

t~evo 1 ut ionise the masses. He glorified 

to 

the 

'lumpenproletariat· and bandits as 

elements 

order. 

most likely to overthrow 

Apart from these references, 

the social 

the e:< ist ing 

of 

urban terrorist groups attempted to provide with a 

new doctrine, though most were ready to furnish 

personal accounts of impr~ssions and explanations) 

And inspite of the fact that what [terrorism] was 

only a last resort~ has now systematically been 

adopted as a means of expression today. 

Tet~t'orism was not central to ei thet~ 

Leninist or Maoist thought. It was also t~ejected 

by the Guevara. However, Debray had unt'eason ing 

faith in the efficacy of violence and a contempt 

for all the normal forms of political agitation. 

Dur~ i ng the past decade became mor-e 

frequent than rural guerrilla warfare as a central 

of revolution partly because in the 

s i >~ties and seventies other~ a l ter~na t i ves 

failed. the attempt to 

late 

had 

affect 
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people's attitudes~ actions and allegiance through 

the imposition of deep fear in their minds was a 

relatively easy option. for once a terrorist made 

the necessary moral adjustment he enjoyed a sense 

of freedom particularly in the liberal democracies 

of the West, that allowed him to perpet~ate acts 

that would normally be const~ai~ed by the limits 

of civilized behaviour. 21 

The planting of bombs in public places. 

hijacking of aircraft or trains. the kidn.:lpping 

and murdering of selected victims were techniques 

that requi t'ed little preparation and did not 

depend for success upon the sort of soph i.st icated 
-:-"':' 

political infrastructures advocated by Mao.~~ 

In many respects, the distinction made 

between the urban guerrilla and urban · terrorism 

appeat'S to be that of termihology only since the 

21. John Pimlott, n.3, pp.189-190. 

22. ibid. p. 1 9t) 
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methods are strikingly similar. But whereas 

guert~i lla operations are mainly directed against 

the armed forces of the enemy and secut~ i ty 

services~ as well as install.ations of strategic 

impot~tance, terror is less 

discriminate in the choice of targets. 

Opet-·a t ions such as bank robberies.; hijackings, 

kidnappings and, of cout~se., assassinations, all 

expected 

--~ i nsecut~ it y . ..:..-· 

to create a 

terrot~ism 

climate of 

is fat~ 

vulnerable than rural guerrillas under torture and 

other counter -terror measures and once a link of 

the or~gan i za t ional chain is broken they su f fet~ 

it~reparable losses. Such measLtt~es evoke much 

pr~otest and do not new t~ec ru i t s . 

Consequently, the terrorists become more and mot~e 

isolated. 

In a ver-·y real sense has 

became a threat, designed to present society with 

23 _ LaqLleLt t", 1. 6 p .. 4<)3 
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such shocking and seemingly irrational acts that 

the 

and 

it will be forced to take notice~ blaming 

government 

gradually 

collapse 

fat' allowing 

preparing the 

out of which 

them to 

way for 

the new 

a 

occur 

climate 

society 

of 

of 

revolutionaries will eventually emerge. 

Numet'OUS such groups came up and 

cultivated links with each othet'. So urban 

terrorism acquired an int~rnational character. The 

links between all three trances of terrorism - the 

revo 1 uti on ar--ies of Latin Amet' i ca, the nationalists 

Organization like the 

<P.L.O.>~ 

Palestine 

Palestine .Liberation 

Populat' front fat' the Libet'ation of 

<P.F.L.P> I.R~A. and the New 

represented by group, such as Baaden Meinhoff 

Left 

Red 

Army, served to increase their impact although not 

necessat' i 1 y 

came to be 

their effectiveness. Tet'rOt' ism 

sponsot'ed by states. like It'an, 

even 

t<orea, Libya, Cuba too continued 

Not'th 

to 

con t t' i bu te to Vat'iDUS Lat in-Amet'ican tert'or i st 

groups even though in principle it was in favout' 

of t'Ut'a 1 guet't' i 11 as. Tet'rot' ism soon came to 
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r~esemb le the working of a multinational 

corporation. An operation wo~ld be planned in West 

Germany by Palestine Arabs, executed in Israel by 

recruited . in Japan with weapons 

acquired in Italy but manufactured in Japan 

supplied by an Algerian diplomat and financed by 

Libyan money. 24 

\.-Ji th the improvement ahd greater 

accessibility of modern technology, the potential 

fat~ destr~uct ion for small groups became much 

1 arger~. As technical progress continued 9 the 

internatiohal community became more vulnerable to 

destr~uct ion. A single individual could spread 

alarm and confusion even by means of a telephone 

call about a bomb that had allegedly been placed 

in some vital place. 

This power~ by a few, 

however~, had its limits. Urban terrorism had a 

24. D.V. Segt~i and J.M Ad 1 et·, Ecology 
Terrorism," 

1 9 7 3 ' p - 8 -- 0 

Sur~vival, <London, 3uly-August 
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limited interest in political philosophy. The deed 

was more important than the thought and too many 

tert~or~ist groups raised -indiscriminate violence 

itself to a strategy without any wider political 

aims. As a result it could paralyse the state 

apparatus but could not take over~ Urban terrorism 

could undermine a weak go~e~nment or even act as 

a ~~talyst of general insurgency~ but it was not 

an instrument for seizure of power, unlike urban 
.,.,. 

guerrilla warfare.~~ 

Urban terrorism fac~d its practitioner~s 

with an insoluble dilemma. To red~ce the risk of 

they h~d to be few in number. And the 

political impact of a small anonymbus group was 

bound to be insignificarit. They were not set~ i ous 

contendet~s for power. Once the foreign enemy 

wi thdt~ew, they dropped out of the picture. Since 

they were few they could not normally· establish a 

liberated zane.:,~~. Their~ operations did catch 

25. Laqueur, n.6 pp.403-404. 
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headlines but they could not conduct mass 

propaganda nor build up a political organisation. 

Urban terroism was far more vulnerable than rural 

guerrillas. Once the link of the organizational 

chain was broken they suffered irreparable loss~s. 

So despite the fact that modern society, 

too, has become more vulnerable than in the past, 

to attacks and disruptions of this kind of 

tet't~ot' ism., it remains poiitically ineffective 

except when carried out in the framework of an 

overall strategy qf a political movement, usually 

or separatist in character, with ah sectarian 

existing mass base, or as the military wing of a 

political. movement. In the lattet' case there was~-: 

always the 

m i 1 i tat'Y 

movement. 

and 

discontented 

potential of conflict between 

the political leadership of 

stands justified when 

the 

the 

the 

gt~oups meet cynicism Ot' i ndi f fet'ence 

and when legitimate channels of political pressure 

at'e closed to them. It has worked in a nart'O\'Ii 

sense of achieving its declared objectives and in 

several other cases, it held the group together or 
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sustained its pride and dignity at~ kept its 

demands on the political agenda. But it looses any 

justification so long as the established authority 

is willing to negotiate and political processes 

are open and available. It is not only irrational 

but becomes an unacceptable of political 

b lackmai 1. "it arouses far stt~onger passions, 

though feeling even shallower. Than other fot~ms 

~6 
of ct~ime."~ 

COUNTER INSURGENCY THEORIES 

I nsut~gency in its various forms and 

international terrorism have posed s~rious threats 

to many goVernments the world over. Since 1945 few 

have fought conventional w~rs but all armies have 

at one time or andther, waged campaigns against 

. ll d t . t 27 guerr1 as an error1s s. 

1945 

26. 

The spread of guerrilla 

and 

Bhikhu 

26 May 

the many setbacks suffered by 

Parekh, 
1991 

The Times of Indi~ 

27. Beckett, n.22, p.206. 

a ftet~ 

<New De 1 hi) , 
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armies and local government f.orces 

searching 

against 

i nsut~gen ts 

political 

caused 

leaders 

precipitated the 

much heart 

and 

emergence of new 

warfare. The 

among 

commanders. 

doctrines 

expansion 

It 

of 

of counter 

colonial 

-guet~r ill a 

emp i t~es in· the nineteenth century 

provided these doctrines with adequate experience, 

acquired through colonial expan5ion. But due to 

the easy victories over the native adversaries and 

stress on its conventional roles not much coherent 

doctrine em~rged~ 

The Bt~itish colonial experience of 

"Impet~iai policing", e>:cept the Irish Campaign· of 

1919-21, 

politica.l 

did not refer to the emergence 

dimension~ to guerrilla warfare. 

of the 

The 

French planned a slow 

administration with 

expansion 

simultaneous 

of Ft~ench 

mi 1 i tat~y 

presence, 

population 

successful 

along with pacification engulfing 

like an oil slick. It pt~oved to be 

policy for the French who made use 

the 

a 

of 
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it in 1946 and 1954~ during the Indo China 

campaign 1945. Before 1945.,the United 

States Marine Corps too - took serious account 

of counter insurgency doctrine but with 

exception of French none of the armed forces were 

prepared to deal with the kind of 

warfare as it emerged after 1945. The the 'oil 

slick' policy of the French could not hold longer 

against the onslaught of maoist -style tactics. 

In the p6st 1945 era the theorists under~ took to. 

studying maoist str~ategy and tactics 

comprehensively and based on this was the 

counter-insurgency response., of theorists like Sir 

Robert Fr~ank 
' 

Kitson, John 

Pustay., Johh J. McCue~ 

John McCuen in particular developed a 

of counter-revolution. He identified five 

strategic pr~inciples equally applicable to the 

r~evo l uti onat~y ~.nd counter~ 

These were: 'preserving oneself and annihilating 

the enemy, establishing str~agetic bases, 

mobilising the masses seeking outside support, and 
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unifying the ef for-·t. · 28 

Much of the doctrine that emerged~ was 

based on early Maoist insurgency as e~-<per i enced 

by the United States in the Philippines, the 

French in Indo -China and the most impor~tant · 

experience of The British in Malaya~ 

Based on this e~-<pet~ i ence, 

Thompson developed his five principles of countet~ 

. 29 
1nsurgency. Accot~d ing to him the first 

requirement was that the government should have a 

clear politiccd aim to defeat i nsut~gency. 

Secondly, the govet~nmen t and forces 

should always act within the law. Thirdly, there 

should be an overall plan accordi~g to which the 

responsibil~ties of all sections agencies involved 

in counter insurgency should be defin~d and all ... 

of administration, military and police prope·rly 

co-ordinated. _Fourthly, priority should be given 

to the defeat of political subversion rather than 

28. J. j McCuen, The Ar~t of Coun tet~-r~evo 1 uti onat~v 

War~ <London, 1966) pp. 50-73 

29. Robert Thompson, Defeating Communist 

(London , 1966), pp.S0-58. 
Insurgency 
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to that of the guet~r i 11 as in the field. And 

finally~ the government should ensure that its own 

base areas were secure befot~e mounting 

compa ipgns. So in operational terms, 

military 

Thompson 

envisaged four stages, those of clearing an area 

of insurgent activity, holding it for the 

govet~nmen t, 'w~nning its inhabitants, then moving 

on to another area. These four principles 

practical in nature, ~eflecting the acceptance of 

insurgency as requiring an adequate political 

military 

fOt'CeS. 

response on the par~t of the 

and 

The emerging in the British 

counter-insurgency compt'ised of unity 

coordination' of efforts at all ievels, with 

emphasis firmly upo~ 

authorities engaged 

the politic~! aspects as 

in competition 

and 

the 

the 

with the insurgents. The con t rib Ll"t ion 

of the military would be in the context of civil 

political control and the prim~acy of the police, 
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while there would be a retention of the rule of 

law and the application of minimum force and 

minimum numbers. 

Inspite the fact that this pattern has 

not be universally successful or applicable, it 

has been more consistent!~ successful that than 

most other counter-insurgency doctrines. The same 

canna~ be said for querre revolutionnaire. · 

. As a r~esu 1 t of the Fr~ench defeat in 

Indo- China, the theor~ists like Lache roy and 

Tr-inq~ier started to assume th~t th~ defeat was 

due to both a global communist conspiracy and also 

to the efforts of dedicated revolutionaries who 

utilized a new cocktail of military and 

psychological methods Geor-ge Bonnet simplified 

this to an equation of (guerr-illa) 

+ psychological warfare = revolut ionat~y 

warfare. 30 AiminQ at the vulnerability detected 'at 

30. -G.Bonnet,-Cited in Sheiffield and Mcinnes,eds.,Warfare • 
in the ·Twentieth ce'ntury, (L~naon, 'l988)\p'-.2'os. ~· 



the initial stages of the outbreak 

warfare, French theorist~ assembled 

of 

a 

191 

guert~i lla 

counter-

revolutionary doctrine. It was envisaged that the 

insurgent would be isolated from the population 

through such methods as resettlement and erection 

of physical barriers to infiltration accompanied 

by militar:-y action against insurgents 

a determined p~ychological 

in the 

and warfar~e 

campaign. It also r~equ ired an ideological 

strength of purpose equal to that of the insurgent 

and an absolute commitment by the authorities 

the support of army in its campaign. Gallieni 

Lyautey advocated pacification 

to 

and 

with 

political implications. 31 They even suggested that 

the army might be req~ired to regenerate French 

itself a combination of, pol it iced. and society 

military action, well established in tache-d .. ~-

hui le. 

gr~eater~ 

Howeover guerre revolutionary posed a 

challehge, to the authorities due to 

far~· 

the 

army·s implied involvement in the political sphere 

through psychological action. 

31. Beckett, n. 22, p. 209 
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The counter-insurgency doc t t~ i nes of 

other~ armed for~ces ? since 1945 , have not been 

codified 

outlined 

central 

to 

by 

the same extent but 

Thompson and McCuen 

to the continuing debate 

response to insurgency. 

the pr~inc ip les 

have remained 

on appropriate 



CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 
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Guerrilla wars have been fought 

throughout history by peoples against invading or 

occupying armies, by regular soldiers operating in 

the enemy s rear, by peasants rising against by 

landlords, by bandits bath 'social and asocial. 

The tactic of guerrilla warfare are not 

complicated and are mare Orf less the same, 

slight vat~ i at ions, s1nce times i mmemot~ i a 1. 

Typical guerrilla operations include harassment of 

the enemy, evasion of decisive battles., cutting 

l~nes of communication and c~rrying out surprise 

attacks tact~cs are based on common 

sense and imagination; they ~ary from country to 

countt~y., are affe~ted by geographical conditions 

by social and political processes, and. also change 

1 as a result of technological innovation. 

1 . Laqueut~, <London, 1977), p.VI 

VII. 
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According to a widespread belief, 

guert~i lla warfat~e lS a new way of conducting 

unconventional war, discovered by Mao in the Yenan 

period, later successfully applied to other 

of the world by left-wing revolutionary.movements. 

To others, T.E. Lawrence was the great pi onee,r of 

moc;::iern guet--·r~ i 11 a warfare and to still 

guet-·r·i lla developed with the 

othet~s 

Spanish 

resistance against Napoleon.~ 

In actual fact guerrilla warfare has not 

only been practiced since times immemor~ial, its 

doctrine too is by no means of d recent date As· 

a tactical method the documented 

refe~ence ls found in the Hittite Anastas Papyrus 

dating from fifteenth century B.C. Similarly, the 

guerrilla .tactics, Mao Tse-tung's 

work, On Pt~ot r-·ac ted War~, f i t~st pub 1 i shed in 1937 

not any different from those described by a 

Chinese theot~ist Sun Tzu in his wot~k The 

wt~i tten sometime in 
' 

the fifth centur~y. 

Indian epics, too are not short of references to 

guerrilla war~are. Much of the Roman history is a 
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catalogue of irregular warfare in North Aft-·ica, 

Spain, Britain, Germany and Gaul. The Middle Ages 

come with still further examples including wars of 

the Welsh against the English so vividly described 

in the wad-=: of a twel{th century scholar, Giraldus 

Ca~brensis, the harassing raids of ~onstables of 

F~ance against the English in the closing stages 

of The Hundred Years or· the numer-·ous 

peasant uprisings of Central and Eastern Europe. 

By and large, such ir~egular warfare was 

a natural response of pri~itive peoples faced with 

a more sophistic~ted militarily stronger opponent, 

or a of the weak against the 

ihdependent of regular ~ilitary campaign. 

By the 

cen tut~ ies' howevet', 

seventeenth 

it was felt 

and 

that 

eighteenth 

guert~i lla 

warfat~e might play a role in wi det~ conventional 

conflicts. Major military theorists Jomini and 

de-Sa:<e devoted at least a 

refet'ence to irregular warfare. European 

passing 

at'mies 

had star~ted to e:-:pet~iment with 
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and light infantry and soon 1n the American War of 

Independence, this aspect was proved useful. 

Both sides made use of partisans in support of 

conventional operations. 

The tactics utilized by pat~t isans and 

light infantry in America spawned some of the 

fir'?t modet~n texts to deal specifically ... J i th 

opportlm it ies for· irregular warfare. 

Hessians, Johann Von Ewald and Andr~eas 

Thus _two 

Emmerich 

published works in 1785 and 1789 respectively 

alongwith tha Frenchmen 1 Grand~mason and de 

<1759>. What marked the writings of 

Jeney 

these 

theot~i sts before 

an independe~t 

1810 was that they did not accord 

role to the irregular units and 

were exclusively concerned with the operations of 

professional soldiers acting in close cooperation 

with the main body of the a~my. Eighteenth century 

~ilitary thinkers were very much ~reoccupied with 

which 

units. 

attacks, ambushes, and other operations 

had to be carried out by t~e l at i vel y small 

A great many strategies were thus listed, 
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distilling some lessons of irregular warfare 
"") 

the New Wor-·1 d.~ 

European experience at the close of 

ei~thteenth cen tur~y, following The 

Revolut ionat~y and.Napoleonic Wars togethet~ 

national upr· is ings in Spain and 

successes of Russian iregulars in harassing 

Ft~ench in 1812, 

in 

the 

with 

the 

contributions to the theory of irregular wat~fare. 

Among those who devoted volumes specifically to 

irregular warfare the F't~uss i ans George 
. 

Wilhelm vo~ Valentin~ Carl von D~cker (1821), The 

Frenchman, Le Miere de Carvey <1823>, The Russian, 

Denis Davidov <1841), and the Polish theorists, 

Cht~zanowsk i ( 1835) and Stolzman ( 1844), thei t-;- · 

writings covet~ed all pr~ob lems that were to 

preoccupy twentieth century writers on 

for example, the importance of base and 

sane tuat~ i es and the duration of the war. Even the 

2. Laqueur, 
F'imlott, 

pp.8,15 

no.1, p.101. ~ 

Guerrilla Warfare <New York, 1985), 
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relationship between the guerrilla forces and 

political movement supporting it was discussed in 

the writings of Carlos Bianco and Mazzini. But 

most these p t~ecursors fe 11 into oblivion. The 

twentieth century theot~ists Mao, Giap, Ho Chi 

Minh, Castro ' and Deb ray,. discovered their 

quite independently, based on their own 

experiences, instinct and tradition~ of 

3 

As Et~ i c k Hobsbawn has noted~ there is 

nothing in the purely military pages of Mao, Giap 

or Che Guevat~a which a traditional 

guert~i lla ot~ 

than simple 

twentieth 

band leader would regard as 

common 4 
sense. The novelty 

guerrilla warfare lay in 

politicai field rather than the military one. 

It is commonly b,el ieved 

revolut ionat~y was evolved · out 

~ --·- Laqueur, no.l, p.384. 

othet~ 

'of 

the 

that 

of 

4. E.J. Hob~sbawm, Revolutionaries, London, 1973. 
p. 165. 
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Marxist-Leninist modes of political behaviour and 

organizational principles on one the hand and out 

of the e~-! igences of anti -western in 

= 
pt~edominantly agrarian societies on the other . .._) 

Though the character of guerrilla wat~fare has 

changed over the ages., partly due to 

t~chnological developments and partly as a result 

of changing politic~! and social conditions, the 

were not entirely political 

pat~och i a 1. Too much impot~tance has been 

at tt~ i buted to Leniriist doctrine in the 

context~ too little to the nationalist populist 

component., in motivation and ideology of these 

movements. Many twentieth century guerrilla wat~s 

from the Mau Mau to the IRA, owe little to the 

Marxist - Leninist thought. Neither th~ Alger~ians 

in 1954~ nor the Cubans in 1958 w~re influenced by 

this doc t t~i ne and even in China and Vietnam 

guet~rilla evolved contrat~y to 

classical Marxism than in keeping with its basic 

principles~ The impact of Mar~ism - Leninism among 

= .J. G.Fairbarn, Revolutionary 
<London, 1974)., p. 16. 

Guerrilla 
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contempor~ary guerrilla movements has been 

prominent with regard to the rol~ of the political 

party in mobilizing the masses , the function of 

propaganda in the aid 

the 

the emphasis 

placed on or~gan i zat ion. To traditional 

motives for popular action, patriotism and self-. 

interest, communism an agg r~ess i ve 

international political 

joined 

theory incorporating a 

view of history that claimed inevitable 

for~ its 

popular 

policies. 

discontent 

This combination 

the world over 

success 

pr~ovided 

with 

effective ~nd flexible ideological 

violent action. 

ft~amework for 

In the long run, however, it was not the 

obedience to an abstract ideological doctrine but 

the practical urider~stand ing df the relations 

and politics that payed off. This between 

happened to be precisely the main lesson 

from the failure of the foco theory of g ue r~ r~ i 1 l a 

Designed in most cases to the 
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development of guerrilla operations regardless of 

the 

Cuba 

level of preparation, it seemed to work 1n 

between 1956 and 1959. But this approach of 

totally doing away with the safe bases 

once the guerrillas survived government's 

concept 

attack 

pt~oved 

Guevat~a 

to be a failure ior other 

, went a step 

campaigns. 

arguing 

Che 

that 

the revolution~ry cadre, acting as focus for all 

discontent of 

t~evo 1 uti onary 

society, could actually 

cadre even where it did 

Needless to say1 the theory 

failure throughout Latin America. 

Impelled py this failure and 

conditions of th~ socie~y search-was on 

formula,· 

Howevet~ 

asurpation 

which was to be t~at of 

the aim remained that 

of politicai pqwet' 

dbwn of security forces 

of 

and 

create a 

not e>: i st 

pro~·ed a 

changing 

fat' a new 

Mao: the 

g r~adua 1 

govet~nmen t weat~ing 

suppot~t Once again the process was difficult to 

put into 

t'esemb 1 ance 

kind of 

practice since by now it bot~e little 

to the original Maoist pat tet'n. 

r-esponse the state came out 

The 

with 
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rendered the city in many cases, a graveyard far~ 

the guerrillas. And ur~ban guerrilla warfare 

degenerated into terrorism that presented itself 

as an alternative techni~ue, soon to become an 

international phenqmenon. 

So~ although the application of 

guet~ri lla technique has changed since the middle 

of the twentieth csntury, the fuMdamental role of 

the guet~ri lla has still t~emained the same. 

Besides., although guerrilla warfare 

been discredited, due to failure 

areas, then in the cities and 

has lat~gely 

in the t~ut~al 

now due its 

appea~anc~ in the form of terrorism, it should not 

mean that guerrillas warfare is going to w i thet~ 

away. 

Guerrilla~· are still around. There 

be ~ change in the causes of their emergence, 

may 

the 

demands-¢ 

p t~ i n c i p 1 e s 

especially 

or the methods employed., but 

of 

to 

guert~i 11 a 

a minority within a 

decides to confront the conventional 

the basic 

at t t~ a c t i v e 

state which 

stt~engths of 
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estab 1 i st-.ed m i 1 i tary fot~ces Perhaps that is 

why guerrilla g~oups like the I.R.A. in 

I t~eland and in West Asia, the ones in which the 

desire for national self determination is 

strong., have survived. To these groups> gu~rrilla 

techniques of se~ond nature. Though such 

gt~oups have adopted the tactics of 
' ' 

to 

gain instant public recognition and even ha .... /e 

foreign links, they are fighting a l0\'11 level 

military response to alien rule, designed tb weat~ 

down resolve rather than defeat the enemy in an 

open battle'. Since there does not e;-~ ist any 

universally applicable guerrilla warfare doctrine, 

these gt~oups have adopted the best techniques 

e;-:perimented with elsewhere: an amalgamation of 

Maoist strategy, Cuban ~trategy or urban strategy. 

This may be the trend in futur~. 
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Chronology of Notable Guerrilla Wars 

/)ate frrWTKCTIIS lrrcumJ.crrts /'lace Leaders 
-- ·-----4 --- -

~J(,B<. \cvthtan' J'n<,tan" \cvthta 
-H~4 11X \' oi'-Ct Koman' n lt:~h 

145-1 3X < :clttht:nan' Korna n' Spatn 
IM )(,C) few\ 'wnan' l\rac:l Juda, and Jonathan 

Mace ahem 
I 54 11X l.u\ltantan' · Komarh \paon \mathu' 
)((). -:? Cclttht:nam 

J.u,llaniam Koman' '>pam Sertonus 
54 Brtt<)nS Romans EnJ!land · Cassivdlaunm 
q.<;J <laul' Romans France \'crcinJ!ctorix, 

C.•mmius 
I 5· I6A I> Chatti Rorna n~ · <lcrmanv Aqninius 
)7-24 Sumidians Romans Africa Tacfarinas 
36 Cictac Romans Anatolta 
4.1 Anton~ Romans England 

\X' ales Caractacus 
_, 5 <;- <;- Alamanm Romans France 
378 \'tSIJ!U-IhS Romans ltalv 
900-950 .\hgYars Raids throughout E uropc 
1070 Saxons llolv Roman 

I Empire Saxonv Otto of Nordheim 
1070 Anglo-Saxons Normans The Fens Hercward the \X'akc 

1094-5 
i 114 \x'clsh 1:nglish Snowdonia Gruffydd ap Cvnan 
114 3 E ngli~h rebc:b l"ormans The Fens ,\-\andeville, 

12!;.:' 
Earl of Essex 

\\'clsh •English Snowdonia Llewelyn ap 
Gruffvdd 

128~ -'1:? \\'clsh En!!lish S nov.·doma ~hys ap Marcdudd 
l:?<lt>-132R Scots English Scotland \X'illiam \X'allace. 

l"uchim 
R<'bcrt Bruce 

Ht>3-ll4 En!!lish Aun·rJ!tk 
14111-50 French Enj!lish Normandv 

.\\am,· Ami:lroise de Lon' 
)\\(I Eswnians Russians 

I'- nights <if the .. 
Tnll<'ni.: Orda Rl'\·al 1\·,, Sdl<·nkcnt,c:rj! 

I '- t-- I t-il I .\1 uslims MnJ! h uls ,\\C'war .\\aharana l'artap 
l''r·lt-<l4 :\fncan sian·~ 1\lrtli!!<'St" Arant 
I r-ll~-' llunJ!anan' lurb. 

Au'irtan~ Sl,"·akta Stephen Bo.:skat 
I t-~--l\ll .\\aratha, Shtva Ji 
I t>'"-l\' :\frKan ~Jan·, Fn~ltsh .JamaKa .Juan l~lla~ 
\ t-l'\('> \-Ill\ .Ja ,·an<'Sl' Dut.-h .Ja,·a Surapati 
\ t><Jll I- ~ll :\fn,·an ~Jan·, Fn~hsh _lamaKa Cud inc: 
\ ~\l '·II Canusard~ hl'tll'h Ct·wnnc~ 
1-1 f> t-l> Stkh, l'nstans l'untal> 
1--ltl ~; llunJ!anan' l'ru~su1n' 

l'rcndt H,,h,·m•a 
I---.' l ·dnh, F n~ltsh St \'tllCl'lll 
~--; -~ llulgunat~> lurh Hul~art;t 
~-~ll ~; :\1nc.:ncan~ Fn.:hsh ( :a.,>lma' Fruncl\ ,\\ut h'll 

I ~<l 1 <J- :\fn,·an slll\'t'' 
l'll<lmll\ Sumll't 

Frn1d1 Ill! ttl l"<lUS!illltl I 

I.'Ouvcrture 
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): 

Dau 

1793 

1799 
I 1!06-1 0 

IROM-B 
11!09 
11!09-16 
11!10-21 
11!12-B 

11!17-21! 

11!21-9 
11!25 
11!32-47 
11!33-39 

11!35-42 
1836-59 

1846-49 
11!47-1900 

11!49-~5 

11!53--6X 
11!55-72 

1858c6J 
11!60--66 

1'1!60-86 

1861-{)5 

11!63 
11!63--67 

1866--69 
1 1!68-78 

1870-71 
1 1(78-81 

1880-91( 

1 1!82-98 
1885-86 
181!6-87 

1XXt>-ll8 
1X87-Q~ 

)894-ll~ 

IXIJ4-IIlll 
)!lilt> lj~ 

IX4t>-lll08 

1!!97-1~12 

' 

In surK~" tJ 

French R nyali\t\ 

Italian\ 
Italian' 

Spani\h 
Auqriam 
Peruvian' 
Mcxicam 
Rm,iam 

t 'ru~o:uay<~n' 

<I reck\ 
Javanc\C 
Arab.. 
c .. rlr\1\ 

Scmmoln 
Murid~ 

Carli't~ 

,\iava' 

Hun)!arian' 
. Nicn 

Mrao 

Libcrah 
. Neapolitan' 

Apach~ 

Confederates 

I' ole~ 
Mexicam 

Cretans 
Cubans 

franc-tireun; 
Bosnian .\\nslcms 

\'ietnamcse 

Malinke 
CamboJaans 
Sarrakole 

Kachms, Chrm 
Yaos 
RcJ lkar,h 
Sen ussr 
Bnvrlu1n lndutn' 

IMI{\1 

I 
I 

___ ,.. ______ 

lncumbt'nts 

French 
RepuhiJcam 

French 
French 

French 
French 
Spanr\h 
Spanl\h 
Frt·nch 

i'ort U J?C'V,' 

Ar)!cn trnr<~ n' 
Turk\ 
Dutch 
French 
Spanr\h 

Amerrcan' 
Russians 

Spanl\h 
.\\cxrcan' 

Au~triam 

Manchu\ 
Manchu\ 

Clerical~ 

l'ied mon tesc. 

American~ 

,'l.kxicam 

l'nion 

Ru~siam 

french 

Turk~ 

Spanish 

·l'ru~sians 

Austrians 

french 

French 
Frt'nch 
Fren.-h 

Bntish 
Hnmh 
I{ 11\Sllln' 
FrnKh 
Htlllllaan' 

l ;n-d<>. l'ur b 
Hul!!arram 

Spam sh 
AmrrKan' 

· Hnu,h 

- ·--T 
!'I au 

\'endc'e 

Sapln 
Calahna 

"ipam 
., vrol 

n. l't·nr 
.\1cxrcn 
K U\,ia 

) . fUJ!ll<l\' 

( JrCeCt' 
Java 

. Al)(nra 
Sparn 

Florida 
C:a~ca'u' 
Catalonia 
Yucatan 

II UnJ!Hf\' 
n. China 
l'\n·idww 

. \\exico 
Sa pies 

Arizona 
n. Mexico 

,\\ issouri 
Kansas 
\'iq:inia 

Poland 
.\\cxico 

Cn:te 
Cuba 

france 
Hosnia
Herl.O!!O"inia 

Annain 

Tnnkrn!! 

w. Sudan 
Camb<.xlra 
Scnc!!al 
<;am bra 

n Burma 
.\\ulaw1 
.\\anchuraa 
l.rbva 
t 'ttllthk'!<o 

l'hrlappmn 
S \\' Fn'nlln : 

., 
l.t'adas 

------ -----

< :hu.-n.-
I kr1rr ,k Ia 
J<,H hc!tt...lJllt:lnn 

hthrlll<• l<ullo 

1·'1""' .\1rna 
Andr.- .. , linin 
.\1r~ud l..an1.a 
\'11h.:c:ntc ( ila·rrcrt~ 

I<"'(' !\rtrc<~' 
1-'ructu,,,n H1\'l"r4 

:\h.. I d I' ,.,Jrr 
lllltlli' 

/umal<~,a rrq.:ur 
(hccula 
Imam '-.harnvl 

\andnr l<n\/a 
(:han)! I,, I t-rrl).: 
( :lu;ur~ 
I t-nr·mn 

Benito Ju<~rl'l . 
Car min(· 
Donatellr 

( :,>~.·hr!><: 
' ( i.:romm•' 

\\'illiam Clarke 
Quantrrll 
)Phil S .\\1)!>b\ 

l'nrtirr,, Pra1 
·lknrto luaro 

:\nll>rlH' .\\al'('n 

.\\axrnw ( ;onw1 

Th,)n That 
Thun·t 
S!!liH'tl 11-lll'll 

Thuat 

San11•n ~'••ur,· 

Sr \' '" h;l 

.\lahma.l,•u 
l.atlllll\' 

.\IlP/I 

( ;,,1/t' I \:ll .. :lu·, 

P.um a 11 1 ; ' ""' 

... 
(Lll.' 



/)ate 

11!91! 
190!HI2 

1904-7 
I 'I I 0-20 

I 4 I 0-34 
)9)4-lll 

I 91 t.-1 K 

19 I t.-21 

191K-21 
1919-34 

1922-32 
)92t.-49 

)927-33 
1935-41 
1941 

1945-49 
1946-4 7 

1946-49 
)946-54 
)946-54 
1941!-60 
)949 
1951-55 
)954-59 
)9~4-62 

19~6-59. 

)9~1!-72'-' 

1960-62 
)Qt.5-74 
IQt.P 
IQ6P 
19(>4.) 
)Qt. I-' 

IQ6~-) 

l'lto 3-67 

1Qto5-' 

t<lto-
J<lto-
)<lf>\l. 
I <J-(l. 

· lnsur~t"nts JncumbcntJ Place /.cadcrJ (lv) 
Temnc Briti\h Sierra !..cone 
liner\ Briti'h S. Alnca Lour\ Borha 

C. de \\ cr 
Nama ( icrman' ., anj!anyrka Jacob ,a,.~nrcnj!a 

Mexrcan l<cvnlurion Mcxrcn hmh:tnn ·zapara 
l'an(ho \"ilia 

Arah<., Bcrhcr' Fr<"nch, "'ran"h Moro<:co Alxl-cl Knm 
<icrmam Brirr~h Tanj!ann~a von I x II"" 

\'orht-d· 
Arah\ Turk~ Arabra ·1. I'. I ..a" renee 
IRA Briti~h · Irelan,! ,\~rcha<"l Collrn, 

Tnm Barn 
I "krarnran~ Bohhcvib I 'krarnc ~c\IOr .\1ahkno 
IMRO (ired~. 

Yuj!O~Iav~. ·1 <xl<'lf AkxanJrnff 
Bul,l!anan' Macnl<lnra Ivan ,\~rchailoff 

Arab, ltaliam Cyrenaica Omar .\1ukhrar 
Chine~ CommuniM,: Chine~ Natinnall\1 '· ,\1ao ·1.,.. runj!. 

japane"<' Chma l.rn l'rao 
Nicaraguam Amcricam Nicara,l!ua All,I!U~to '>andmn 
Ethiopiam Italian, l't hropra Ordc \\·oncatc 
l'arti\am, Cctnrb Cicrman,, ltalran' Yu,l!o\la\'la fnsrp .,,,,, 

ltalrans n. hah· 
Slovacks Slovaba 
Albaniam Albama 
Bul,l!arians <icrman' Bul,l!aria 
French .france 
l'olcs ·Poland 
lndon~·ians Dutch Indonesia 
Jews British, Arabs Palestine 

<ireck Communists <irecks, British Greece 
lfukbalahap' · Filipino ( iovt Philippines Luis Taruc 
\'iet-minh French \'ielnam \'o N~:uven tirar 
Malavan C'..ommuni~rs British Malava Chin l'cnc 
Indian Communist~ Indian ( im·t Tclinj!ana 
Mau-Mau British Kenya 
EOKA British Cyprus <icOJ!t' ( inva\ 
FI.N French Alj!cna 

Cuban C1vil \'far Cuba Fidel Castn> 

' Ernest<> tiuc,·ara 
NLI; (\'ict ConJ:l S. \'ietnamesc <~•wt South 
North Vietnamese Americans \'ietnam 

l'athct Lao Laotian ( rO\'t l.aoo; 
MI'I.A A n!!ola 
PAIGC 1\>rtU~'l"SC Guint" 
FRELJ.\\0 .'v\o7amoi~u<· l'dua rJ,, .\1,,n,11ant· 

Kurds lraqur (i,wt North Ira~ .\\u~tafa 
ai-Bartanr 

Eritr<·am Ethiorian <iovt Eritn·a 
I ndont·~ian~ Malavsiam Borne•' 

Briti~h Sarawak 
Arabs.PFLOAli' Brimt\ Dh,,far 

Oman 
Fl.tlSY, !'o.:I.F Briu~h Ad,·n 
Fl Fatah lsrad1s l'alnti!K 
Norxaht.:' I nJra n lion Bl'npl 
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